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Eagles soar to Beanpot glory

Link found
between
friends, lbs.
Study reveals that
social networks

influence weight
By Alexi

Chi

News Editor

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The men's hockey team captured its first Beanpot title since 2004 after defeating Harvard 6-5 in overtime. For completecoverage, see Sports, 88.

Ferrell yucks it up with BC crowd
By Grant Hatchimonji

HeightsEditor
For the first time in months, an event
held at Conte Forum that packed
the stands.
As part of the Funny or Die Comedy
Tour and a promotion for his upcoming
film, Semi-Pro, celebrity funnyman Will
Ferrell and fellow comedians Demetri
Martin, Nick Swardson, and Zach Galifianakis brought raucous laughter to a
sold-out crowd at Boston College last
night. The team of comics was also accompaniedby Will Arnett, husbandofBC
gradAmy Poehler. The event was hosted
by the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC), which got in an
early bid for one of the tour's stops for
the University's spring event. The tour is
relatively short, making only eight stops,
the others ofwhich are at Kansas State,
Michigan State, Ohio State, Perm State,
URI, UNC Chapel Hill, and Radio City
Music Hall.
Donning a Notre Dame sweatshirt,
Ferrell strutted on stage to a booing
crowd, onlyto bring forth an explosionof
cheers as he ripped it off to reveal a BC
sweatshirt. From that point on, Ferrell
was

See Weight, A4

Professors
sound off on
?08 primaries
By David Kete

For The Heights

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

See Ferrell, A5

Will Ferrell, accompanied by Zach Galifianakis, Nick Swardson, and Demetri Martin, performed at BC as part of his Funny or Die Tour.

Gender roles
still evident
in politics

Asuo-Mante wins scholarship
By Joseph Zaleski

Heights Editor

A recent surveyconducted byKaplan
Test Prep and Admissions among students taking theLaw School Admissions
Test revealedinteresting statistics about
the number oflaw school students interestedin pursuing politicalcareers.
Glen Stohr is the Kaplan Test Prep
and Admissions Pre-Law assistant director. "According to the numbers, 42
percent ofrespondents said they wouldbe
interested in pursuing a political career.
Among those students, a breakdownby
gender showed a noticeable gap - 52
percent of male students versus a drop
to 34 percent among female students,"
Stohr told reporters.
New York Times op-ed columnist

At 5:35 p.m. on Tuesday evening,
trickle became a deluge as students,
faculty, and administrators entered the
Rat to find theirreserved tables among
the many gathered to celebrate the 26th
annual awards banquet for the Martin
LutherKing, Jr. Scholarship. This year's
three finalists, out of the extensive applicant pool, included Kristi Scriven,
A&S '09, Eric Asuo-Mante, A&S '09,
and Shadiyah Curry, A&S '09. University President Rev. William P. Leahy,
S.J., presented each of the finalists with
a $1,000 gift certificate to the Boston
CollegeBookstore. "All three of you are
winners," Leahy said. The 2008 MLX,
Jr. Scholarship was awarded to AsuoMante.
Asuo-Mante spent the first 16 years
of his life in Ghana before moving to
Manchester, Conn. He is majoring in
sociologywith a pre-med concentration,
and is a member of the executive board

See Women, A5

See Scholarship, A4

Whiteman
For The Heights
By Molly

"Find yourself packing it on? Blame
friends." "Obesity is contagious, study
finds." "Are your friends making you
fat?"
So read headlines at the top of The
New York Times, Time magazine, and
NPR's MorningEdition after the release
of a study titled "The spread of obesity
in a large socialnetwork over 32 years" in
The New England Medical Journal in July
oflast year. The study quickly jumpedto
more well-readvenuesonce the implications of the report became clear.
These headlinesand the articlesthey
describemay, however, give an over-sensationalizedpicture of what theresults of
the study actually mean.
Can the people you choose as friends
really make you fat? James H. Fowler,
one of the study's investigators and an
associate professor of politicalscience at
the University of California, San Diego,
made it clear that the answer may not be
that simple.
In orderto discern whether socialnetworks could have an influence on weight
change,researchersneeded a large group
ofinterconnectedpeople.
The Framingham Heart Study, acardiovascular study based in Framingham,
Mass., provided just such a network.
Fowler said that at first, he and his
partner Dr. Nicholas A. Christakis, a physician andprofessor ofmedicalsociology
at HarvardMedical School, thought that
they wouldhave to startfrom scratchand
use a large, well-knownstudy to develop
a socialnetwork to study.

a

For the majority of Boston College
students, lastweek's "SuperTuesday"
primary elections were an opportunity
to see the country's reaction to several
months of campaigning by the major
party candidates. Most students also
probably thought that both races
wouldbe long over by the time the last
results came in Tuesday night, firmly
entrenching the two major party candidates in their positions for the majority of the remainder of 2008. Last
Tuesday's primary results, however,
did anything but clear up the races, as
bothRepublicans andDemocrats split
most of the votes, leaving all but the
most politically aware students with
a muddled view of what the various
primaries meant andwhatthe country
was possibly

thinking.
In response to this very confusing
start to the primary season, the Boisi
Center for Religion and American
Public Life sponsored the event "Assessing the2008 Super Primary." The
event, featuring several speakersfrom
the Boisi Center andthepolitical sci-

See Primaries, A4

UGBC primary
elections
Vote in the UGBC primary
elections today and
tomorrow on Agora.
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FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST
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%
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SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
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UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Harvard professors give public
access to research articles

Las Vegas theme announced for

highly anticipated Middlemarch

Harvard University will now be posting faculty research and scholarly articles online where the public
may access them for free. This move would bypass
academic journals, which had previously bought the
rights to such articles and then resold themback to
university libraries through an often pricy subscription. Some academic journal officials have spoken
against this, saying that the lack of peer revision,
which the journalsprovide, could harm the quality of
theresearch. Faculty who wish to publish their work
in an academic journal can opt out of this system by
filling out a waiver. All other faculty papers will now
be published online.

On Tuesday, it was announced that the theme of
the 34th annual Middlemarch Ball will be Las Vegas.
Students with tickets should come dressed according
to the theme to the O'Connell House, which will be
decorated appropriately. Students must go through
specific steps before they are eligible to buy tickets,
including a scavenger hunt during which participants
will collectpoints, which will then place themin a lottery system. Students will then be chosen at random,
and permitted to buy the highly coveted tickets. The
price of tickets has been lowered to $40 from $55 of

Australia apologizes to
Aborigines for past wrongs

A Guide to Your
Newspaper

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) - In a historicparliamentaryvote that supporters said
would open a new chapter in race relations,

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

lawmakers unanimously adopted Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd's motion on behalfof
all Australians. "We apologize for the laws
and policies of successive parliaments and
governments that have inflicted profound
grief, suffering, and loss on these our fellow
Australians," Rudd said in Parliament, reading from the motion. The apologyis directed
at tens of thousands of Aborigines who were
forciblytakenfromtheirfamilies as children
under now abandoned assimilation policies.
"For the pain, suffering and hurt of these
Stolen Generations, their descendants and
for theirfamilies left behind, we say sorry,"
the motion said.

NATIONAL

years past.

The Supreme Courtof the University ofFlorida prohibitedan onlinevoting system for student government
elections, saying that it wouldbe unconstitutionaland
would increase instances of voter coercion. The group
advocatingonline elections, Students for Online Voting (SOLVe) presentedthe government with a petition
asking for mandatory online voting, signed by 10 percent of the student body. The Senate vetoed a period
of discussion after the decision. Advocates of SOLVe
said they would continue to workto make onlinevoting
in the next election, as they believed it would double
voting turnout. They told reporters that an increase
and diversificationof active voters would ultimately
change the make up of the government.

Recently featured in an article in theBoston Globe,
Benn Ferriero, CSOM '09, was noted not only for his
help in leading the men's hockey team to become
Beanpot championsbut alsofor an unusual hobby. He
spent his youth digging for and selling clams on the
Essex River, an activity which he said he still enjoys
today.Known for hiswork ethic and quiet mannerisms
both on and off the ice, Boston College hockey coach
Jerry York told reporters that heattributedFerriero's
success to the way he was raised. Ferriero's father
employed a unique workout regime for his sons and
encouraged them to work for their money by digging
clams.

UNDER REPORTED
LOCAL

Boston named third greenest
city in the nation in new study
Bostonhas beenranked thethird greenestcity in the
United States by a study in the March issue of Popular
of Science. Third only to Portland, Ore., and San Francisco, Bostonearned this status thanks to its recycling
program, public transportation system, and a plan to
generate electricity from grass and leaves. According
to the magazine, the preliminary plan entails breaking down the leaves into compost and using anaerobic
bacteriato break downthe grass andproduce methane
whichwould act as a power source.

89-year-old woman takes
matters into her own hands
Colorado resident Geraldine "Gerry" Palmer was
accidentally locked out of her home last Saturday in
the bitter cold. Faced with this dilemma, she found an
obvious solution: She broke into her own home with an
axe. She had stepped outside to rearrange some things
that had gotten wet on her patio whenthe sliding glass
doorlockedbehind her. Stuck between the locked door
and a pile ofsnow about 7 feet high, she was trapped. So
Palmer, who turns 90 this weekend,picked up a nearby
axe she had once used to chop wood, smashed the glass
door, reached inside,

and unlocked it.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news®
bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

or mail a

detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jess Isner, Sports Editor,
at(617) 552-0189, or e-mail sports@
bcheights.com.
DENNIS COOK / AP PHOTO

Senate increases power of
government surveillence
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate on
Tuesdayapprovednew rulesfor government
eavesdroppingon phone callsand e-mails,
giving theWhiteHouse much ofthe latitude
it wanted and granting legal immunity to
telecommunicationscompanies that helped
in the snooping after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. Protection for the telecomcompanies is the most prominent feature ofthe
legislation,something PresidentBush had
insisted on as essential to getting private
sector cooperationin spying on foreign terrorists and other targets. The billwould give
retroactive protection to companies that
acted withoutcourt permission. The House
didnot includethe immunity provision in a
similarbill it passed last year.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude
of events both on and off campus
- inciuding concerts, movies, theatrical performances, and more.

Call Jospeh Neese, Arts and Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or
e-mail review@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
Arts Desk.
Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we havemade a reporting error, haveinformationthatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact

Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/9/08 2/10/08
-

Friday, Feb. 8
2:03 a.m. - Areport was filed in 110 St. Thomas More regarding an incident ofvandalism.
10:01 a.m. - Areport was filedregarding afire
alarm activation in the Mods.
4:13 p.m. - Areport was filed regarding a BC
student who was being harassed by another
student.The second student was issued a stay
away order, and a detective will investigate.
10:26p.m. - A report wasfiled in Campanella
Way regarding an intoxicated party of legal
age who was unable to care for himself. He
was transported to a medicalfacility.

Saturday, Feb. 9
2:06 a.m. - A report was filed in Corcoran
Commons regarding an intoxicated party of
legal age who was unable to care for herself.
She was transported to a medicalfacility by
ambulance.
2:16 a.m. - Areport was filed in 90 St. Thomas
More Road regarding an intoxicatedparty of
legal age who was unable to care for himself.
He was laterreleasedto a sober adult.

6:50 a.m. - A report was filed in GabelliHall
regarding a suspicious circumstance.
5:59 p.m. - A report was filed in Campanella
Way regarding a minor motor vehicle accident.
11:56 p.m. - A report was filed in Vanderslice Hall regarding a male who was placed
under arrest for possession of a class "D"
substance.

"Are you going to vote in the UGBC election?
Why or why not?"
"Yes, because Soko's sister lives
in my hall and woke me up from
my nap to tell me to vote. IfPm
woken up from a nap, Fm going
to vote."
?Ally Patarino,

A&S '11

Sunday, Feb. 10
12:01 a.m. - A report was filed in CommonwealthGarage regarding an investigation of a
suspicious motor vehicle. As a result, a male
was arrestedand charged withpossession of
class "B" and "D" substances with intent to
distribute, unlawful possession of a firearm,
and transporting alcohol as a minor.
1:50 a.m. - A report was filed in Kostka Hall
regarding an injured party who was transported to a medical facility. The partyrefused
to provide any information on who had assaulted him.
?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

"Iprobably will because I think
our student government is

important at BC."
?Chris Griesedieck,
A&S '11

"No. Ifrankly just don'tcare."
?Nick Lellenberg,

A&S '09

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Lauren Sottile, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.
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Please submit corrections
to editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction' in the
subject line.
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Students struggle to purge Facebook accounts
(U-WIRE)
Think you can
quit Facebook? Think again.
Jane Dobkin, Princeton TO,
decided to leave the popular
?

networkingsite anddeactivated
her facebook.comaccount, but
she still continued to receive
friend requests ande-mails sent
through the Web site, she said.
After receiving a friend request from a long lost companion she felt that she'd "lost
some socialconnections," Dobkin said. To her surprise, reactivating her Facebook account
was as easy as entering her old
username and password: When
she signed on, her profile appeared exactly as she'd left it.
WhileFacebook allows users
to deactivate their accounts,
their information is not deleted.
Rather, all of that user's information, including wall posts,
pictures, and credit card numbers, remains on the Web site's
servers indefinitely.
In its Terms of Use agreement, Facebook retains the
right to retain information,
stating that "you may remove
your User Content fromthe site
at any time," but "you acknowledge that the company may
retain archived copies of your
User Content."

"I didn't know that they
stored all your information,"
Mahon said, adding that he
assumed that deactivating his
profile would delete it.
After leaving Facebook for
nine months, Ellen Adams, PU
TO, recently reactivatedher account. "It was a little creepy,"
she said, because everything
was exactlyas she left it, "comments, photos, the whole nine
yards."
concerns, archiving profiles
Adams said she knew there
allows users to effortlessly was a period of time during
become a part of the network which her information would
again should they choose to.
stay on the Facebook servers.
"I guess it's nice," Brendan She assumed, though, based
Mahon, PU '10, said, since on how long she had been off
"people want to deactivate the Web site, thatit wouldhave
Facebookfor [exams]. It's nice been erased.
to be ableto get away from it for
While no delete option is
a while and then step back in." available, some users feel that
"It's pretty convenient,"Tifthis is not a violation of their
fany Ko, PU '09, said. "People privacy because it's at the
[deactivate] it because they user's discretion to decide how
don't want it to be distracting," much informationto enter into
but can easilyrejoin when they the site.
have more free time.
"The degree of privacy you
Facebook does not explichave is the degree of personal
itly state that information information you post and how
from deactivated profiles will censored you have searches
remain on the server, leading for you on Facebook," Ko said.
many "former" users to believe "[Facebook] is pretty good
that they havepermanently left about offering you different
the site.
options."
Samantha Hyacinth, PU '09,
was forced to settle with deactivating her Facebook account
when shecould not find a delete
option, she said.
The inability to delete an
account is "a little strange,"
she said. "Part of the reason
I wanted to delete [it] was to
get that information offline,
and now it's still there floating
around somewhere."
Though it does raise privacy

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR.COM

Mark Zuckerberg, a graduate of Harvard University, launched the social networking site Facebook in February 2004
Once that information has
been entered, however, there is
no simple way to permanently
delete a Facebook profile. This
has led to the creation of a
Facebook group called "How
to permanently delete your
Facebook account." The group

has around 7,300 membersand
provides instructions on how to
erase all the profile information

posted on the Web site andhow
to contact Facebook staff to
lodge a complaint. According
to group members' posts, the
profile-purging process can

take up to a week.
"It's like the Hotel California," Nipon Das, a director at
a biotechnology consulting firm
in Manhattan, told The New York
Times. "You can check out any
time you like, but you can never
leave." \u25a0

United Nations adapts for international challenges
By

Marina Lopes

For The Heights
From a handful ofstudents in
a classroom at Brown University
to over one thousand diplomats
from around the globe at the
2005 World Summit, Thomas
Weiss has spoken to all kinds
of audiences about the international responsibility to uphold
human rights.
Yet when he came to Boston
College on Wednesday night,
he treated his audience exactly
as he would have any diplomat. With the urgency of a man
desperate to make a change, he
spoke with optimism to those
whomhebelievedcould helphim
create it.

Weiss, who, among other
things, is responsible for the
creation of the Global Center
for theResponsibility to Protect,
began his speech by addressing
the importance ofthe protection
of human sovereignty and what
that protection entails.
"The responsibilityto protect
occupies a new middle ground
in international human rights,"
Weiss said.
Theideathatcountries have a
responsibilityto protect citizens
of the world has broken new

tion and State Sovereignty,
groundfor three main reasons.
The first was the newly acestablished by the Canadian
cepted belief that it is every government in reaction to the
state's responsibility to respect aftermath of the crimes against
the human rights of its citizens. humanity that took place in
If the state
Bosnia and
is unable or
Rwanda in
"The responsibility
the late 20th
unwilling to
do so, the recentury.
to protect occupies a
The comsponsibility
new middle ground in
is then transmittee has
ferred to the
been critiinternational human
international
cized in the
rights"
community.
past for its
The secmasked imond reason
perialism.
Thomas Weiss,
Many develfor this critiDirector
of the Global Center oping nations
cal breakfor the Responsibility to
fear that the
through was
a shift in
responsibilProtect
focus from
ity to prothe rights of
tect will be
countries to interfere in the abused; some claim that it alissues of other nations to the ready has been.
"The single most important
right of the individual victims
to protection.
explanationin why that argument is hard to dismiss is Iraq,
Finally, is the critical understanding of the importance of Weiss said.
acting to prevent a humanitarian
"After the links to al-Qaida
crisis in the case of an intervenand weapons ofmass destruction
tion, andthe understanding that evaporated as a justification,
thereis aresponsibility to mend both in London and Washington, the argument became 'we
the society interfered with.
Supporting the idea of the are doing this for humanitarian
protection ofhuman sovereignty purposes.'"
is the Commission on IntervenWeiss, who was appointed
?

as

the research director of the

Committee, responded to these

accusations by claimingthat the
arguments in this situation are
hard to dismiss.
"That would have been a
great argument for Iraq in the
1980s and certainly in the 19905,
but not in the early 2000s,"
Weiss said.
"There may be a situation
in Iraq with withdrawalof U.S
troops wherewe may create a humanitarian

disaster of

of the U.N. U.N. Secretary GeneralKofi Annan presentedplans
for reform "In larger Freedom"
in March 2005.
Along with many other reforms came the creation of the
U.N. Human Rights Council,
which replaced the highly criticized U.N. Commission on Human Rights.
Weiss emphasized that one
of the major reforms of the U.N
is the increased voice of NGOs
and human

"What I am interested
in increasingly are the
private voices. Private
voices are the real input
that moves this whole
machine along"

major proportions.

This reality has
madeit im-

activists.

"There
is a first

United Nations that
consists of
possible to
the arena
dismiss as
whereleadoutlandish
ers of nations make
the argudecisions,"
ment that
Weiss,
Thomas
the notion
Weiss said.
Director of the Global Center
of the re"There
for the Responsibility to
is a second
sponsibility
to protect
U.N. which
Protect
is a guiseto
consists of
hide Westthe people
ern imperialism," he said.
who work for the leaders, who
In addition to his support are civil servants for the govfor the protection of sovereign ernments who have a say in
rights, Weiss has been an active decisions.What I am interested
participant in the ongoing reform in increasingly are the private
?

voices. Private voices are the
real input that moves this whole
machine along. The first U.N.
and the second U.N. needs to
be complimented virtually always by these commissions and
NGOs."
Weiss then criticized the
candidates in the election for
completely ignoring the issue
of human rights in their cam-

paigns.

He alsoreacted to the recent
mass killings in Kenya by saying that he praises the African
Union for realizingthat "there is
a potential of ugliness and trying
to stop it."

"The danger is in acting too
little, not too much," he said.
He also criticizedtheAfrican
Union, however, by saying that
they are unableto put the boots
on the ground or provide the
communication or equipment
necessary.
He proposed that it would
be beneficial to provide smaller,
more

powerful regional institu-

tions in the future.

Weiss concluded his speech
with another wave of optimism.
"People matter and ideas
matter," he said. "Putting the
two togetherin specific moments
is imperative." \u25a0

iPod an essential Plex accessory BC restricts off-campus housing
By

Lauren Viola

For The Heights

It seems that one can hardly
walk into a gym these dayswithout seeing white iPod earphones
danglingfrom the ears ofeveryone
there, and Boston College's own
frequenters of the William Flynn
Recreational Complexconfirmthe
fact: Music just keeps you going.
Studies have shown that music can improve the results that
people get while working out.
Listening to music while exercising acts as a motivator as well as
a distraction from fatigue. The
consensus at the Plex is that
listening to music while exercising helpspass the time and keeps
energy levels up.
Madeline Johnson, CSOM
'08, said, "I do it to keep from
getting bored." On a typical day
at thePlex, nearly everyone is on
a treadmill,liftingfree weights, or
trying out some ofthe new weight
machines, distracts themselves
with tunes from theirown workout
playlists. Professional athletes
often listen to music while exercising, as well. A New York Times
article titled, "They're Playing
My Song. Time to Work Out" said
that Haile Gebrselassie, Olympic
gold medalist in the 10,000-meter from Ethiopia, requests that
the techno song "Scatman" be
played over the sound system
during races.
Not all workout songs are
created equal, however. Dr. Costas Karageorghis, an associate
professor of sport psychology at
Brunei University in England,
toldNew York Times reporters that
there while there are many attributes that make a good workout

song, one is key.
The most important feature of
the song is its tempo, whichKarageorghis said should be between
140 and 120 beats per minute
(bpm), as it usually corresponds
with a person's heart rate during
workouts.Fortunately, much rock
and dance music falls into this
range, making it easy to find songs
to work out to.
Students at BC said that they
listen to everything from rap
to country, and every genre in
between. Some favorites include
Kanye West, Tl's "Bring em
Out," and Sara Bareilles' recent
hit, "Love Song." "I'm listening
to Jay-Z right now," said Brett
Mensinger, CSOM TO.
Not surprisingly, BC students
said that the music they work out
to is the same music they listen to
outside of the gym. This is most
likelydue to the fact that thebpm
count of their favorite pop and
rock songs are right in thatrange,
which leads people to form "an
aesthetic appreciation for that
tempo,"Karageorghis said.
It is also important that the
tempo is easy to follow so that
theirmovements can matchthose
ofthe song.
This becomes especiallyimportant in selecting music for
aerobics classes, wherethe music
plays an important role in keeping participants motivatedas the
hour-long class progresses.
Power Music, a company that
aims at making the perfect workout mixes, was foundedby former
D.J. Richard Petty.
The key to his music compilations, such as "Shape Walk
- 70s Hits Remixed," is to remix
upbeat dance songs and put them

on a CD with no pauses between
songs. The constant flow ofmusic
helps a person synchronize their
movements with the beat for an
extendedperiodof time.
Cardio and aerobicclasses at
the Plexfollow this trend; remixes
of popular dance music can be
heard blasting from the speakers
of a workout room or from basketball court No. 10, where many
group fitness classes are held long
into the night. Teachers tend to
use the music to keep all participants moving at the same pace as
they go through their work-out
routines.

Though upbeat dance tunes
are popular among Plex-goers,

there are a few workout staples
that constantly reappear. One of
these, the themefrom Rocky, has
kept runners going for decades,
Karageorghis said. This classic beat is even performedby a
Brooklyn high school band every
year during the New York City
Marathon to motivate the runners
as they pass.

Though not all Plex-goers felt
the same way, a few admitted
shyly that the song comes up on
their playlists occasionally. "The
Rocky theme song always gets me
through the hardest workouts,"
said Kristin Borrero, A&S '11.
Another motivating factor for
musicaldistraction may be a fault
of the Plex rather than students'
need for distraction while working out. "I don'tlike hearing the
machines," said Theresa Cirelle,
A&S '08.
Whatever their reasons may
be, one fact is clear: Most people
wouldn't dare leave for the gym
without their music by their
side. \u25a0

Patrick Fouhy
HeightsEditor

As reported earlier this year
by the Boston Herald, Boston
College plans to restrict students from living in one- and
two-family homes in Allston,
Brighton, and Chestnut Hill
as part of its future housing
plans.
The restrictions will go into
effect once the construction of
housing on the Brighton Campus is complete aproject that
will add500 beds to the former
archdioceseproperty.
Vice President for Government and Community Affairs
TomKeady said hebelieves that
the measure willeliminate most
of the problems off campus.
Over the years, residents of
Foster Street, Gerald Street,
Radnor Road, andother neighborhoods near BC student
houses haveidentified38 problem homes, all of which are
owned by absentee landlords.
"It all comes down to behavior," Keady said, adding that
the bulk of the problems off
campus do come from students
living in one- and two-family houses owned by absentee
landlords.
Agreeing not to live in oneor two-familyhomes off campus
would become a condition of
enrollmentfor students, Keady
said.
Keady attributespart of the
problem to changes in the real
-estate market.
"Seven years ago there were
not many students living in
one- to two-family houses,"
Keady said.
?

BC students living off camtraditionally lived in
apartments on South Street or
in Cleveland Circle. Recently,
though, students have also
opted for larger homes.
When real estate prices increased, older people chose to
selltheirhouses at these higher
prices, as they never expected
their homes to be worth so
much.
When other families were
unable to purchase the homes
at such high prices, speculators
stepped in. Speculators were
able to pay for the overpriced
homes, and then tapped into
the previously untouched student market.
Off-campus houses tend to
be closer to campus, are better
qualityhomes, provideparking,
have bigger bedrooms, and allow students to live with more
friends.
Students livingin residential
neighborhoods,however, create
an interesting dynamic.
Keady pointed out that
Radnor Road is split between
houses owned by absenteelandlords and occupiedby students,
and houses that are owner-ocpus have

cupied.

Arrangements such as this,
he said, are the culprit for
creating tension in the neighborhoods.
Off-campus homes may not
always provide higher quality
living though. Keady cited the
housingviolations onKirkwood
Road earlier this year, in which
the 62-64 Kirkwood building
was found to be unfit for habitation.
Despite the promise of gui-

eter residential neighborhoods,
Brighton residents are still not
satisfied with the plan. Up until
the end of the comment period
on Feb. 5, they were still lobbying for 100 percent on-campus
housing.
"We still have students who
commute," Keady said.
Students studying abroad
and those commuting preclude
BC from ever housing 100 percent of its students.
Many students, however, are
unhappywith the implications
of the plan.
"That's ridiculous. People
should be able to choosewhere
they live, especially since its
off campus," said Frank Forde,
A&S TO.
"Not everyone wants the
apartment lifestyle, some people want a house, especially if
you have a lot of people you
want to live with."
Vlad Georgescu, CSOM TO,
expressed a similar sentiment.
"Godforbid a bunch ofstudents
throw a party off campus while
enrolled in college.
"This is just another example
of the administration wasting
effort to please the neighbors
insteadof its own students, and
another reason why BC equals
no fun allowed," he said.
Keadypointed out that while
students are quick to use the
'we were here first' argument,
citing BC's institutionalhistory
in the neighborhood,they must
put themselves in the neighbors'
shoes.
"What if this was your parents? What if a bunch ofcollege
students moved next to your
house?" Keady said. \u25a0
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Scholarship recognizes Asuo-Mante s achievements
relegated to reflection in the
commitments."
shortest month of the year."
Despite all of these achieveDcLeo also voiced the committee's continued attempts ments, she believes that black
to acknowledge freshman and Americans are losing their
sophomore students involved in history "one uneducated child
the study andpractice ofMLX's at a time."
nonviolence.
She implored the current
Next, the Voices of Imani generation to reverse the growChoir performed the gospel ing disconnect between the
songs "Oh HappyDay"and"By present and past through the
means ofeducation.
and By."
"Education equals freedom,"
In his introduction, Dc Leo
indicatedthat this was a special Cabral said andcontinued that
performance because professor her jails in Suffolk County are
Hubert Walters, the choir's mulined with the "truant children
sicaldirector since 1982, will be of yesterday."
retiring after this year.
Every January, Americans
Walters said that he has celebrateMLX's birthday, and
enjoyedbringing this "personal Cabral said that every year we
expressivemusic from the black must ask ourselves how far
church" to others throughout we have come in realizing his
the many years.
dream.
This year's keynote speaker
"We have muchwork to do,"
was Andrea J. Cabral, the Sufbut Americans cannot solely
RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF
folk County sheriff and BC '81. rely on external organizations
The Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial committee,founded in 1982, sat in a place of honor at the scholarship dinner.
Cabral began by reflecting on for their resources. There must
the value of a name.
be a revival of self-reliance,
relations dueto MLX's involveon extracurricular activities
She said that no other race she said.
Scholarship, from Al
ment in the civil rights movefocused on social justice, their has struggled more with what
In the end, Cabral said that
of the AHANA Collective Thement, noting that a black man cumulative GPA, an essay writto callitself. Shenoted a yearnthe best way to honor MLX is
ater, Dance Marathon, and the is now a serious contender for ten about MLX's influence in ing to reconnect with therace's
to "help others who need us
African Students Organization. the presidency.
their lives, and an interview, cultural origin, for "we were most
we realize his dream
Asuo-Mante hopes to pursue a
The MLX, Jr. Memorial accordingtoRosanna Demarco, not immigrants, but we came when we make someone else's
BA/MA five-year program in Committeewas founded in 1982 the co-chair of the committee.
as cargo."
life better, because his dream
sociology at BC before continuwith the intent of sponsoring an
The MLX, Jr. Scholarship
In the end, black Ameriis our dream."
ing on to medicalschool.
annual dinner in honor of the covers 75 percent of the wincans claim all of their cultural
The next speaker was JacIn his acceptance speech, icon, featuring both a noted ner's senior-year tuition.
contributions to American queline Grant, 2007 recipient
he referenced MLX's legacyby guest speaker and the presenThe banquet itself hosted society.
of the MLX Scholarship and
saying, "[MLX] sacrificed his tation of a scholarship to a BC a wide array of guests and
"Our history is American A&S '08, who continued to
life to ensure the freedom of junior ofAfrican descent.
speakers, the first ofwhich was history because we have been discuss enlightenmentthrough
generations yet unborn."
Students interested in this Domenic Dc Leo, committee here from the beginning," she education by indicating the
Asuo-Mante also discussed award must apply, and the co-chair, who saidthat this ansaid. "All of this should be importance of "expanding our
the great strides made in race committee judges them based nual event allows us to "refresh held precious and not simply limited lenses."
our perspectives andrenew our

...

Grant saidthatBC hasmade
great strides to accept diversity,

but that "we will slow our progress if we become complacent,"
and that one way to avoid this
is by "pursuing a liberal arts
educationwhichfocuses on the
uniqueness ofothers."
Grant, who will pursue a
doctoral degree in neurobiology, hopes that she can bring
diversity to the scientific community.

"The 21st century is a very
promising time becausebarriers
can be broken, both in science
and elsewhere," she said.
The final speaker was Leahy,
who also discussed the importance of education. "It is
through passion, vision, and
commitment that change occurs, especially at BC," he
said. All of these things are
the wellspring of knowledge,
and all of those present at the
event were "witnesses gaining
inspiration."
The event concluded with
the singing of "We Shall Overcome."
The song, used during the
Selma marches and by President Lyndon B. Johnson before
Congress, provided an appropriate end to the commemoration of the life and memory of
a man whose relevance has not
at all diminished since his assassination in 1968, a man who
believed that "we shall overcome someday; oh, deep in my
heart, I do believe, that we shall
overcomesome day." \u25a0

Social network, social norms key in weight gain
Weight, from Al

to a virus and imply that obesity
can be contagious or blamed on

"We thought we were going to friends, Fowlermadeit clear that
have to ask all the people from weight gain is not spread like a
that study to name their friends communicabledisease.
for us," Fowler said. "We started
"In our study, we showed that
talking to the Framingham heart you don't get obesity from your
study, however, and found out neighbors, but your close social
that they had been keeping contacts," Fowler said. "The
contact records. They have virconnection was just as strong for
tually no lost follow-up on their friends 100 miles away as your
friends next door."
longitudinalstudies."
Still, the question remains:
Research then commenced
on the social network. Members How it is possible for a person's
of the Framingham heart study chances of becoming obese to
had been asked to submit the increase when his or her close
names oftheir parents, spouses, friends gain weight?
Fowler and Christakis toyed
siblings, children, and one close
with the two possible explanafriend at each of seven examinations, and it seemed almost tions: the spread of behaviors,
as if the network had been preand the spread of norms.
formed for the study. The study
"There are many mechanisms
followed 12,067 people over the throughwhich weight gain might
course of 32 years.
spread. There are biologicalreaThe results of the study were, sons,but there's also the spread
if nothing else, attention-grabofbehaviors. You start running,
bing. Fowler and Christakis's and it makes me start running.
analysisrevealedthat aperson's Or, you start eating muffins, and
chance of becoming obese inI start eating muffins," Christacreased by 57 percent if that kis said.
It turns out, though, that the
person had a friend who became
obese in a given interval. These spread of norms is to blamefor
results remained valid within socialnetworks'contribution to
three degrees of separation weight changes.
"When standards change,
within a social network.
But how can friends catch your acceptablebody size changobesityfrom each other? Though es. It's an idea that changes,"
some have compared this study Christakis said.
Groups apparentlyplay a very
to one that attributes weight gain

significantrole in the way people
make decisions.
"One of the things our work
suggests is that behaviors are
not matters ofindividualchoice.
What happens to people depends on the choices and actions
of those they are connected
to. Alcoholics Anonymous and
Weight Watchers are group-level
interventions and are more effective than individual interventions," Christakis said.
In today's society, though, the
norm propagatedby supermodels and glossy magazines alike
is thin, thin, thin. Christakis
clarified the discrepancy: "This
is the differencebetween norms
and ideology," Christakis said.
"We stillreverethinness, but just
becausethat's our ideology, that
doesn't mean we're not much
more affected by the people
around us."
The media's sensationalist
response to the findings demonstrate this fact as well: The
study is just as applicableto the
spread of weight loss as it is for
the spread of obesity.
"All our work was symmetrical. Weight gain and weight
loss spread equally through the
network.It's not so much about
conscious decision-making.You
could buck the trend. You don't
need to engage in an activity just
because your friends are. But

in the case of obesity, it's more

subtle than that because it's
changing people's unconscious
idea of acceptable body size,"
Christakis said.
The study also found that
friends have a far greater effect
on each other's weight than do
spouses, who spend far more
time in the company of their
significant others.
"It appears thatmen are more
affected by men than by other
women, and vice versa. This is
again contributing to our notion
that this is about social norms.
It'smuch more likely thatwe will
lookto individuals with the same
gender," Fowler said.
Sharlene Hesse-Biber, a professor in the sociology department and author of the book Am
I Thin Enough Yet? The Cult of
Thinness and the Commercialization of Identity, has her doubts
about the study, and stressed
the necessity of being aware of
the faults of a study with such
sweeping implications.
"There has been a media
bandwagonthat saidif you hang
around fat people you're gonna
get fat. Do I believe that? Well,
I don'tbelieve that based upon
the study itself," Hesse-Biber
said.
Her concerns, she said, stem
from concerns aboutthe method
the researchers used to obtain

their results.
"While it's innovative and
provocative, it suffers from
methodological weaknesses.
Just because two things are associatedwith each other doesn't
mean one causes the other,"
Hesse-Biber said. "The authors
play up friendship a lot. The
Framingham heart study was
never about friendship. It was
data taken from a preexisting
study."
Friendship was not well measured, said Hesse-Biber, despite
the researchers' heavy reliance

tact but were not namedback by
that person. When people were

mutuallynamed, he said, thedifferencesbetween the two are not
statistically significant.
"This happened because we
didn'thave enough peoplein the
study. Between mutual friends,
womenaffected eachother at the
same rate as men," Fowler said.
Hesse-Biber,though, is afraid
ofthe adverse reaction the study
could have on the population.
"This study is stigmatizing
an already stigmatizedpopulation. I'm concerned about the
on it.
bandwagon effect stigmatizing
"People in the study had to relationships that people have
write down a name of a close with others who happen to be
friend who, ifthey were contactoverweight. It might have creed, wouldknow where that perated a lot of shame for people
son was. That mightbe a friend,
who are fat," she said.
or it might just be someonereliChristakis too warns against
able enough to know where they misinterpretation of the study.
"This obsession with blame
might be. We don't know about
thatperson's individualnetwork, is completely misplaced," Chiswe only have one link, one contakis said. "We're talking about
[how] the scientific diffusion in
tact. It's questionable scholarship to me, based on secondary networks can also apply to obedata," Hesse-Biber said.
sity. You don'tblameyour friend
Hesse-Biber also addressed who wears short skirts when
you too start buying shorter
the fact thatresults were significant for men, but not women.
skirts. It's not her fault, it just
Fowleroffered his explanation spreads."
for this discrepancy. There was a
Christakis will address his
significant relationship between study at BC in a lecture titled,
men and not between women, he
"Social Contagion and Indisaid, when the subjects named vidualHealth" on Feb. 21 at 4:30
someoneas a closepersonal conp.m. in Higgins 300. \u25a0

2008 Super primaries: Three BC professors face off
party's candidatefor president. among all the panelists was
These rules included that the that there really are not many
BC,
at
department
ence
was candidatehad to win a certain policy differences between the
held in Gasson 305 on Feb. 13. number of delegatesby running main candidatesfor the Democratic Party. The only sticking
The featured speakersincluded in and winning primary elecprofessors Marc Landy andKay tions, and that those primary points were the health care
elections had to be held in the policies in which Hillary ClinLehman Schlozman of the political science department, and calendar year. Similar regulaton insisted that the federal
professor Alan Wolfe, director tions were soon adoptedby the government have a mandatefor
of the Boisi Center.
the new policy whereasObama
Republican Party, and the pridid not insist on such a manmary system of the post-1960
The night began with acomdate.Landy said, "They [Clinment about the novelty of this election was born.
particular election by Wolfe.
Following analysis on the ton and Obama] don't have
"We originallyhad planned this history of primary elections, enough to fight about." Landy,
event to be reflecting on the the panelists reflected on the however,was quick to point out
that, "it doesn'tmean there are
frontrunners who had secured Super Tuesday results.
All three panelistspointed not serious issues at stake."
the nomination of theirparty
It turnedout to be a little more out the novelty of this election, Landy also observed that the
especially the ongoing battle candidates who are doing the
complicated than that."
The three panelists then between Obama and Clinton. best in his opinion, Obamaand
began the discussion with brief They also observed several McCain, can trace their success
factors that distinguished this back to strong stances on the
explanations about the evolution of theprimary system and election from past elections. troop surge in Iraqbeginningin
some history about primary "This is the first election since 2006. "Obamahas unvarnished
opposition to the war, which
elections since 1960. "Parties 1952 where therehas been neiare a peculiarly American instither an incumbent president helps him a lot," Landy said.
nor vice president running,"
"McCain was the onlyRepublitution," Schlozman said.
The process of electing a Landy said. He remarked that can who identifiedhimself with
candidateby primary goesback this made the primary season the troop surge. He took the
to 1960, when Hubert Humrisk andhe benefited."
remarkably fresh.
The panelists discussed
Wolfe began his portion of
phrey, the sitting vice president, won the Democratic Party the primaries of both parties the talk by taking an anti-prinomination despite entering a thus far. They all agreed that mary stance for selecting the
single primary. This prompted McCain had wrapped up the candidates for president. He
Republican nomination, so said that professional politithe Democratic Party to crecians should select the canate a committee, headed by they focused more on the comGeorge McGovern, that created ing weeks for the Democrats. didates as opposed to average
a set of rules for selecting the A main point of observation people who do not pay very

Primaries, from Al

...

much attention to the day-today workings of government.
"When they [professionalpoliticians] get the choice, they
think mostly about which candidates willhelp theticketfrom
top to bottom," he said.
He also advocated against
having primaries so early on in
the year, as it made it more and
more likely for people to base
their selection on name recognition than the issues. Despite
all of this, Wolfe said that the
Republicans have chosen the
candidate with the best chance
of winning [McCain] and the
Democrats have two candidates
that they can be proud of.
Following the three statements by the panelists, the
floor was opened up to a wide
variety of questions from the
audience. The subjects ranged
fromthe effect of the media on
modernpolitics to the ability of
Facebook to mobilize a political movement.
Other questions included whether Obama's election
would bring about as large of
a political shift as Reagan's
had in 1980 and what would
happen if neither Democratic
party candidate had enough
delegates to win the nomination outright and the selection
turned to the super delegates.

For all in attendance, "Assessing the 2008 Super Primary"
was a great way to prepare

for

one of the most interesting election years in a long
time. \u25a0
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Comedians convene at Conte for 'Semi-pro' tour
Ferrell, from Al
served as a pseudo-emcee for
the night, introducingeach comic
before they took the stage. Before
each introduction, however, he
would spend time interacting
with the crowd, includinga question-and-answer session, and
a "Valentine's Day interview"
with a selected female from the
audience.
"I've never seen Conte this
packed before, not even for
Kanye," said Erica Reisenwitz,
UGBC executive director of
campus entertainment and A&S
'08. "Even the standing room
was filled." The 6,500 available
tickets were on sale starting at 7
a.m. on Jan. 29, and by approximately 11:30 a.m. the next day,
they were all sold, resulting in a
massive turn out.
"Ifyou knew this was coming,
which most people did, and you
logged in on the first day, you

got tickets," said Dan Sievers,
UGBC vice president and A&S
'08. While he acknowledged

that there were some glitches thought they were all brilliant. I
and brief descriptions in the was stunned to see Will Ferrell's
athleticsonlineticketing system, prowess as a ninja, and the renwhich was used to sell the tickets, dition of Little Orphan Annie's
Sievers said, "Demandreally met song brought tears to my eyes,"
said Lauren Wolahan, A&S TO.
supply here."
Some of the more extreme
Sievers said last night was the
moments - including caressing "big" event for the spring. "There
football coach Jeff Jagodzinski's are some other things that we
face before kissing him on the have thought up that will be reforehead duringhis closing numvealed in the next week or two,"
ber - added to the hilarity of the he said. "There will be a few of
night, but some ofthem perhaps the other traditional events for
the spring, but this was definitely
pushed the envelope.
Touching on homosexuality, our big act."
various races, and mentallychalGiven how large the act was,
lengedpeople, some elements of however, it did not come cheap.
the act were reminiscent of D.L. Due to the fact that the UGBC
Hughley'sperformance at BC in has not been billed yet for the
2005, which resulted in a small event, exact numbers could not
amount of student outcry. "As be released, but Reisenwitzsaid
far as a comedy show goes, you that it was more expensive than
never know what you're going Kanye's $150,000 show.
to get," Reisenwitz said. "It's a
The UGBC has never broken
risk that you take with events even from sales for the shows
like these."
that come to BC, Sievers said,
Nevertheless, students thorso this was a major expense for
them, despite the successful
oughly enjoyed the show, as evidenced by the sustained laughticket sales.
ter over a two-hour period. "I
Reisenwitz also noted that

especially costly for the show at Radio City Music Hall back in place.
UGBC because, in an attempt had tickets ranging from $50 to
The UGBC also spent some
time interacting with the tour
to keep ticket prices on the low $80 apiece.
end, they compensatedwith their
UGBC effortswent wellbeyond members. "We felt a very personal connection to the show,"
simplyfinancfinances.
"We
a very personal ing the event; said Reisenwitz, who mentioned
"The tickets for the connection to the show. It Six members that Ferrell was "kind enough"
shows at the
began work to do a meet and greet with the
other schools was amazing, but they had on the show's campus entertainment staff bethat the tour some very bizarre requests pre-rigging fore the show. "It was amazing,
and lighting but they had some very bizarre
stopped at
beforehand, asking
were 10, 15
at 5:30 a.m. requests beforehand, asking for
dollars more ninjas, a leprechaun suit, onTuesday ninjas, a leprechaun suit, and a
expensivethan
morning, rainbow painting. Every request
and a rainbow painting. while
the enours, and they
got weirder and weirder." The
were made Every request got weirder tire departUGBC memberswere just as suravailable to
ment arrived prised as the rest of the students
and weirder"
upon seeing how these requests
the public,"
at Conte at 6
- including the rainbow, which
Reis enwitz
a.m. yestersaid. "In orday morning they painted - came into play.
Erica Reisenwitz,
derto keep our UGBC Executive Director of to build sets They were not told beforehand
ticket prices
finish what the props were going to be
Campus Entertainment and and
setting up the used for.
down, we creA&S '08
venue.
ated a budget
Bizarre or not, the eclectic
thatwouldabDue to elements made for a show that
sorb the hit. So yeah, it cost us a today's basketball game, UGBC the students loved; a love that
lot, but we planned for this."
membershad to begin thebreakwas returned by Ferrell before
TheUGBC's effort to keep the down of the set last night imclosing his act, as he called out
ticket prices down proved to be mediately after the show ended to the crowd, "Oh, P.S. BC, I love
fruitful, given that the sold out so that the floors could be put you." \u25a0
it was

felt

for
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Women excel in leadership but shy from political scene
Women, from Al

posed to be at home with their pretty much don't need permisfamilies, women feel they have to sion from theirwives, but that the
Nicholas Kristof said, "Scholars fulfill this genopposite isn't
find that women, compared with der role. And "Our own society, and the true: wives
men, tend to excel in consensuseven though it
need permisthat women at a time sion from their
building and certain other skills has changed
useful in leadership."
it's stillrooted
were supposed to be at husbands."
Kristof argues that genderdoes in that culture
Schlozdeserve discussion. He attributes that we have home with theirfamilies, man considthe lack ofsubstantial femininity and that's why
women
they have to ered how the
in politics to an overarching, ifunwe have a lack
public and the
this gender role.
conscious, discriminationagainst of women in
media might
women. "In democracies in the politics."
And even though it has treat female
television age, female leaders
Kay L. changed, it's stillrooted in politicians difhave to navigatepublic prejudices Schlozman,
ferently. "We
- and these make democratic J.Joseph that culture that we have had twopresipolitics far more challenging for Moakley proand that's why we have a dential cana woman than for a man," Kristof
fessor of podidates with
women in politics" wives with sesaid.
litical science, lack
UGBC PresidentJenniffer Cassaid that genrious illnesses,
tillo, A&S '08, wouldbe anomader roles still
Mitt Romney,
Jenniffer Castillo,
lous in the context of this study, exist in poliwhosewife has
UGBC President, A&S '08
but she nonetheless agrees with tics. "We know
multiple scleKristof's statement. Castillosaid, that among
rosis, and John
"Our own society, and the fact married candidates in general, Edwards, whose wife has cancer,
that women at a time were supmen decide to run for office and
and they both decided to go

fact

fulfill

of

?

feel

ahead. It's interesting to consider
whetherthe public or themediaor
otherpoliticos wouldhave treated
it the same wayif the shoe were on
the other foot, if it was a female
candidatewhohad a husbandwith
a serious illness? I don't know; I
do think that the media and the
elites in the parties treat women
aspirants differently," Schlozman
said.
"Witness the public debate
about Mrs. Clinton's allegedly
'thick ankles,' or the headlines
last year about cleavage,"Kristof
said.
Last month, this scrutiny
reached a fever pitch whenClinton
allegedly cried before a group of
womenbefore the New Hampshire
primaries. Peoplebeganto wonder
aloud whether her emotion would
get in the way ofher resolve and
strength, or even whether she was
crying to garner sympathy from
the female demographic.

Edwards, speaking to reporters, said, "I think what we need in

strength
and resolve, and presidential
campaigns are a tough business,
but being president of the United
States is also a very tough business."
In the American democracy,
it seems that these natural differences between the sexes have
become gender roles that have
the power to confine women, and
perhaps even prevent them from
becomingpolitically active.
"If you look at the married
couples that youknow, usually the
man is taller, even though there
are plenty of men who are shorter
than plenty of women. So what
you find is that there is nature
and there is nurture and things
sortout inways that havecultural
resonances," Schlozman said.
Castillo said that Clinton's
election would be an inspiraa commander-in-chiefis

tion for young women to become
more involved in politics. "I hope
that if she were to get elected it
would create some sort of change

and people would start seeing
women as equal to men. If she
won it would be so empowering
to young women everywhere,"
Castillo said.
Schlozman echoes this sentiment by backing it up with facts
fromher own book on the subject:
The PrivateRoots of PublicAction:
Gender, Equality, and Political
Participation. "We found that in
jurisdictions where women were
exposedto visiblewomen contesting for and holdingpublic offices,
things like governors, senators,
and members of Congress, that
it meant that women were more
interestedin politics andit closed
the gendergap in politicalparticipation. It's politicizing to them to
be exposed to women running for
office," said Schlozman. \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Open access good
for specialty journals

"The most successful people are those who are good at Plan B."
James Yorke

?

THE ISSUE: Harvard professors now able to publish online
WHAT WE THINK: Time to jump on open access bandwagon
Professors live in ivory towers,
pounding away on typewriters, submitting esoteric studies to obscure publicationsthat collect dust in the basements
ofsmall universitylibraries. At least this
was the image ascribed to university
instructorsbefore a decision was made
by Harvard University's Faculty of Arts
and Sciences on Tuesday evening that
may change that for good.
This vote allows professors in Harvard's Faculty of Arts and Sciences to
freely publish their own work in an openaccess repository, run by the university
library system, which can be accessed
online. These articles will be made free

professors.
We applaud this initiative,for we believe thatitwill allowfor a greaterreadership among both university faculty

and interested students. Furthermore,
maintaining the online repository will

allowthese works to be read and studied
by foreign universities interested in the
findings ofAmerican professors.
This method of publication also
makesthe process much easierfor beleagueredprofessors and may even encourage them to publish more often.
Despite all of the benefits, though,
we strongly discourage this scholarly
archive from becoming another Wikito a worldwide audience, a step that pedia page. The benefit of the current
firmly breaks with the traditional style publication process is that the qualof scholarly publication.
ity of the research is ensured through
Professors feel great pressure to peerreview and the rigorous standards
publish regularly in order to maintain imposed by the journals themselves.
reputationsor gaintenure. This process It is very important that this expected
is by no means easy. Those interested quality not be sacrificed for the ease
first have to research and write scholand availabilityof this new publication
arly articles; then, the professor has to option.
seek a willingpublisher - generally an
Although Tuesday's decision only
to the Harvard Arts and Scischolarlyjournal
applies
obscure
with restricted
distribution and readership. These ences faculty, we encourage Boston
journals have a small, select audience, Collegetopursue a similar optionfor its
and therefore, very high subscription professors. As the success ofinitiatives
fees. Essentially, scholarlypublication like MIT OpenCourseWare, Wikipedia,
is a lesson in preaching to the choir, JStor, and Flickr show, open access is
with professors writing on very dif- the wave of thefuture. BC needsto hop
ficult subjects for the pleasure of other on the bandwagon.

Be heard, vote today
THE ISSUE: UGBC primaries are today and tomorrow
WHAT WE THINK: Close field demands that students vote
Today and Friday, Boston College
students willvote in the primary election for next year's Undergraduate
Governmentof BC president and vice
president. Easier than sending in an
absenteeballot or going to their local
polling places, students are asked to
simply log onto Agora and vote in the
primary election. It is imperative that
students exercise their right to vote.
The Heights encourages students to
read candidates' platforms in order
to make an informed, thoughtful decision.
The college student population is
notoriouslyapathetic, and BC students
areliterally a click away from disproving

this stereotype.
This year's UGBC cabinet has pro-

tial election, students should make the
effort to bring issue-consciousness to
BC politics, making sure to distinguish
among the candidates based on their
platforms, not on whose T-shirts were
seen in McElroy or whosebanner waves
in the Quad.
Candidates running for next year's
UGBC president and vice president
positions are Rhick Bose, A&S '09,
and Anand Savani, A&S '09; Katherine Buck, A&S '09, and Frank Nasso,
CSOM '09; Chris Denice, CSOM '09,
and Alejandro Montenegro, A&S '09;
Phil Dumontet, CSOM '09, and Mike
Sokolowski, CSOM '09; Michael Foley,
CSOM '09, and Michael Fox, CSOM
'09; and Paul Lilek, A&S '09, and Matt

Marshall, CSOM '09.

vided great programming for students.
Next year's UGBC president and
Events like the Will Ferrell Semi-Pro vice president will be confronted with
Comedy Tour show, the Homecoming issues like student-neighbor relations,
the implementation of BC's Master
Dance, thefall concert featuringHellogoodbye, Nights on the Heights events, Plan, and communication among the
and grocery shuttles took planning UGBC, ALC, and GLC. It is imperative
and initiative from all levels of UGBC that students vote to ensure that the
administration to coordinate. Strong UGBC will be represented by leaders
leaders will be neededto maintain this who are able to face these issues while
momentum.
still improving BC student life through
Takingcues from the 2008 presidenstellar programming.

The best places to
get some on campus
THE ISSUE: Time to show some love on Valentine's Day
WHAT WE THINK: Pick a place and pucker up, Cupid
10. Bapst Library: The ultimate
multitasker's make-out spot. Studying
andkissing - pure bliss.
9. The 50-yard line at Alumni: A
littlerisky, a little exhilarating, and it
kind of makes you feel as cool as Matt
Ryan.
8. The shower in a residence hall
bathroom: We won't tell your RA, but
we know why it's really taking you so
long to wash your hair.
7. The hot tub at the Plex: Steamy,
public, and wet. Enough said.
6. B-Line T Stop: The site of passionate hellos and goodbyes.
5. Gasson bell tower: You knew it
wouldbe on here.Extra points forbraving the construction. Just try to time

it so you don't go deaf in the process
should the bells chime.
4. The Heights office: The blue
couches and smelloffresh ink are complete aphrodisiacs.
3. Chi-chi's: The perfect end to a late
night out. Just make sure youkiss before
you eat... nothing spoils a smooch like
sausagebreath.
2. The middle of the Quad at midnight while it's lightly snowing: The
"at midnight" part is crucial. So is the
snow.
1. The top of the parking garage: A
kiss with a view. This one wins out of
pure romanticism.

HappyValentine's Day!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
More recognition needed for integrative programs
Thank you for highlightingthe story
of Joel Taubman ("A Special Kind of
Family," Feb. 11) in this week's Features section. It is refreshing to read
an inspiring story of inclusion in the
midst of news that often deals with
division, separation, and difference.
Joel's story of success working with
theBC Dining Services Team showsthe
value of the Supported Employment
Program (SEP) at Boston College. He

is truly a
munity.

special member of our com-

As busy students,

The SEP is one of many programs
here that is not well known, yet it has
a tremendous effect on the individuals
involvedand the community as a whole.
BC should be commendedfor its commitment to bridging the gap between
the disabledandnon-disabledcommunities through programs like SEP, the
Campus School, Special Olympics BC

Sports teams need better promotion
As an avid Boston College sports
fan, I too have found recent crowds
at Conte Forum disappointing. However, I find that despite the opinions
expressed in "Cuts Could Result from
Poor Attendance"in Monday's edition,
the blameshould not all be placed on
the student body. The University and
the athletics department need to work
harder to promote BC sporting events
and create excitement in the student

body aboutBC athletics.
Takethe hockey team - they are (and
havebeenfor as longas I can remember)
far and awaythe best team at our school,
yet our most storied program seems
to get the worst attendance of the big
three(football, basketball,and hockey).
Why? Clearly, hockey's recent decline
in popularity nationwide is partly to
blame, but BC Athletics'mediarelations
or promotions department should be in
the hot seat. If I hadn't been going to it
all my life, I wouldhavehad no ideathat
theBeanpot was takingplace - no signs
around campus, no promotions, nothing.

How are students supposedto supporta
team if they seeminglydon'texist?
Last weekend, I attended the tennis
match at the Plex versus Lafayette.How
did I find out? My roommate plays tennis and invited me on Facebook. Same
thing with soccer, women's hoops, or
whatever it may be. It starts from the
bottom up- the University needs to get
studentsexcitedfor all sports regardless
ofhow much money they make.
I wouldbesatisfied if theypromoted
any of them. While studentticket-holders (and all ticket-holders - it isn't just
the students who aren't showing up)
need to come out and support their
classmates who represent them on the
field, court, and ice, the University or the
athletics department, whoever it may
be, has to make us wantto be there.
Like the ghost of Shoeless Joe said
in Field of Dreams: "If you build it
[the hype, that is], they will come."
Patrick Mooney
A&S '09

Free trade also has many downsides
Kevin Boland's column on the supposed virtues of free trade ("Making
free trade a virtue," Feb. 11) is poorly
researchedand inadequatelyreasoned.
Bolandfails to support his thesis with a
single fact, relying purely on platitudes
and quotes from others.
Additionally, everyone Boland
quotes comes from a publication or
organization with a documentedbias
towardfree-tradepolicies(for example,
Micklethwaitand Wooldridge,who are
presented as experts, are both editors
at The Economist), a fact Boland also
fails to mention. In only quoting from
these sources, Boland ignores the
plethoraof datafrom both government
and independent agencies that dispute
his view.
To takeone example,in Mexico NAFTA has allowedmultinationalcorporations to exploit workerswhile ignoring
locallaborand environmentallaws.
According to the Mexican government, over two million jobs have been
lost since NAFTA was first introduced.

we

often forgel

to thank the dining staff, especially
the SEP dining workers. So, next time
you're getting a panini fromHillsideor
you're sitting in Lower, make sure you
say hi, andthankthemfor contributing
to the entireBC family.

Meachan O'Hara
A&S TO

Need more female
candidates in
UGBC campaign
As the studentbody prepares to elect
its UndergraduateGovermentofBoston
College leaders for next year, we are
struck by the lack of equal genderrepresentation in the field of candidates.
As senior female leaders within the
UGBC Cabinet, we cannot be anything
but disappointedby this.
Most of us have spent the last four
years proving ourselves as capable
leaders and we hoped that this would
be reflected in this year's field of candidates.
While each of the candidates are
highly qualified and have great visions
for BC, the lack of adequatefemale representation necessarily means that over
halfof this student body's opinion will
have to fight even harder to be heard.
To the women ofBC - ifrunning for
electedoffice within the UGBC is simply
not for you, we certainly respect that.
But do not let our voice fade away. This
year's UGBC boasts womenas executive
directors of four (out of six) departments, while theother two departments
have women as assistant directors.
Work on the campaign ofyour choice
and apply for senior-level positions in
the spring.
Vanessa Careiro
ED of Operations
A&S '08
Jenniffer Castillo
President of UGBC
A&S '08

Additionally, 19million more Mexicans
live in poverty whileunskilled workers

are paidno more than $5 an hour.
Given these disturbing trends I
cannot see how Boland can claim that
these people have been empowered or
that their human rights are beingrealized. While it is true that government
control has been lifted, is replacing it
with corporate control any better?

Nathan Eckstrand

GA&ST2

Erica Reisenwitz
ED of Campus Entertainment
A&S '08
Kelly Treseler
ED of University Affairs
A&S '08

Lauren Escher
AD of CommunityRelations
A&S '08

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to preventlibel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

A comparative view of Valentine?s Day
Thumbs
Up

my suspicion that this may be how the
concept of "free love" evolved.

"Oh my goodness! New bell-bottoms!
And I thought you had forgotten..."
"Don'tworry, Sagittarius, there are 10
more Valentine'sDays for us to celebrate
our cosmic connection..."
But Idigress.
Kathryn Dill
Scholars - by which I mean guys with
nicknames like "Tag"who submit articles
Those of you who read my column to Wikipedia - disagree about the origins
on a regular basis have probably, notofthe holiday as a celebrationof romance.
ing today's date, turned to this page
Some have suggested a link to ancient
expecting a humorous retelling of the Greco-Romanfertility celebrations, going
Valentine's Day when I was taken to see on to describetraditions that aren't all
Mystic River (for those who haven't seen that interesting until you get to the part
it, a decidedly nonromantic film about where the children of high-ranking city
child molestation and brutal murder), officials run through the streets naked hitor a sociological critique of the effects ting women with "shaggythongs" (I don't
of this holiday on women ages 18 to 22 know either, useyour imagination)in order
(alright, alright, the evidence just isn't to increase their chances ofpregnancy.
there). Well sorry to disappoint the four
Clearly this tradition had to be disofyou, but tocounteract thebitterly cold continued, as it incorporated nothing
weather,I havedecidedto present a warm that could be marketed to third-graders
and fuzzy history of the beloved holior purchased at CVS. In recent years, the
day cupid's willing victims, high school college-agechildren ofseveralhigh-ranksweethearts, and chocolate distributors ing U.S. officials have attempted to bring
everywhere. Here it is: APeople'sHistory back this traditionand now face criminal
charges and E! True Hollywood Stories.
of Valentine's Day.
To begin with, "Valentine," of the
But a more direct link to the romanholiday ofthe same name, actuallyrefers ticizing of Valentine's Day is credited
to multipleearly Christian martyrs and, to Geoffrey Chaucer (Canterbury Tales,
according to Wikipedia, "until 1969 the Bring It On: In It To Win It) in his work
Catholic Church formally recognized ParlementofFoules, which, notwithstandeleven Valentine's Days." Though it has ing its title, is not a critical discourse
never been suggested by any of the PBS
on avian governments. The holiday was
specials or cable movies produced about further popularized during the 1400s
this particularly colorful decade, it is when "courtly love" and "high-heels for

Will Ferrell - Legendary
funnyman and his cohorts
bring an evening of levity
to Boston College as part of
their Funny or Die Comedy
Tour. So if the moon were
made ofribs...
Barack Obama - The
all-importantpolitical
momentum is buildingas
the Illinois senator rolls up
wins in Maryland, Virginia,
and D.C. Now he's even got
naysayers singing "Yes We
Can" alongwith Will.i.am.

- The Sims creator
Will Wright's long-awaited
evolutionarygame finally
gets arelease dateafter
eightyears in the making. All
nerds' social lives (or what
they have of them) end Sept.
7.
Spore

Beagles - Move over Snoopy,
there is a new dog in town.
Uno, a 3-year-old beagle,
tookBest in Show honors
at the Westminster Dog
Show, the first time the top
prize hasbeen captured by a
beagle.

men" were the nextbig things. It didnot,
however, reach the pinnacleofmerchandising potential until the 1840s, when
Esther Howland of Worchester, Mass.
,(town motto: "We think that's how you
say it") introducedembossed paper lace
Valentines and unwittingly ruined Feb.
14sfor singlepeople and unpopularjunior
high students everywhere.
But it wouldbe xenophobicto assume
that only Americans celebrateValentine's
Day. Certainly mass-marketing is available in all countries and cultures. In
Finland people celebrate Ystavanpaiva,
or "Friend's Day." The romantic holiday
was expandedto include the celebration
of friendship after a numberof singleFins
were found frozen to death.
In addition to Valentine's Day, the
Welsh also celebrate St. Dwynwen's Day
on Jan. 25, namedfor the patron saint of
Welsh lovers. Legend has it that those
who can correctlypronounce thesaint for
whichthe holidayis namedare allowedto
participate in an ancient Welsh custom
known as "doublepresents."
In Brazil, couples celebrated Valentine's Day on June 12, the day before St.
Anthony's feast day, when single women
traditionallyperform rituals to help them
secure a boyfriend or husband. Experts
are still debatingwho thought it was more
logical to place the dayyou celebrateyour
significant other before the day you find
your significant other.
As a result of an intense marketing
campaign, Valentine's Day is also now
celebrated in Korea and Japan. In some

places women are actually obligated to
give candy and gifts to all of their male
co-workers. Apparently the Japaneserefer to this as "giri-choko," or "obligation
chocolate." As per the personalguidelines
I set out in the first paragraph of this
column, my response is an enthusiastic
"What a great custom!"
Having presented a brief, somewhat
accurate history of the celebration of
Valentine's Day, as well as an even less
accurate presentation of international
celebrationsof the holiday, I offer some
points for consideration:
? Given the obvious historical link,
why are there no martyr-themedmessage
hearts, such as "You slay me!" or "I'm a
martyr for your love!"?
? Who toldBrazil it was all right to
change the date of Valentine's Day without U.N. approval?
? Why haven't American workplaces
adopted the custom of giri-choko? Gosh,
that sounds like fun.
So while students across campus
celebrate Valentine's Day in their own
special ways - romantic dinners, roses
and chocolate, the ever-popular "Girls'
Valentine Party NO BOYS ALLOWWWWEDH!" - you can find me spreading
the joy ofthe holiday season,bundledup
against the cold, distributing obligatory
chocolates to confused-lookingmen and
trying to pronounce "Dwynwen."
Kathryn Dill is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at kdill@
bcheights.com.

Life in the 02135

front steps, and a quick peek
through the front windowreveals a doll
house. My cynicism wondersif these are
just suburban decorativeaccoutrements
- the type of objects signifyingkids did
live here, some distant time ago. Interrupting my wondering, a minivan backs
up and almosthits me, and the children
inside are waving and screaming. I expect
to see a Steve Martin-like dad cracking
jokes at the wheel, but I find only a frantic mother, probably late for work. Yes,
I have neighbors, and they are toddlers
and mid-life adults, seeking to embody
the classic Americanfamily.
I turn the corner off Foster Street towardthe backroad connecting Geraldand
Greycliff Road, and I see a few red Solo
cups crushed in the bushes. Remnants
of a good weekend, to some. Blight in a
neighborhoodwith children, to others.
I can't helpbut think back to my own
childhood, with neighbors whohavelived
next door (for better or for worse) all of
my life. The life was quiet, the houses
darkby 11 p.m., the yards well-kept and
the sidewalksfree of any litter.
There is a tendency to think of offcampus life as a sort of undergraduates'
playground, with recess having been
interruptedby the work ofBoston Police
and theBCPD. No one likes a wetblanket,
and I admitthereis something disturbing
about having Executive Vice President
Patrick Keating, amongother University
administrators,riding around in SUVs to
monitor student behavior.
But we are neighbors, and we are now,
alas, adults. Some compromises have
to be made, and it starts with cleaning
up the trash. Just because we have slum
landlords does not mean we have to act
like slum residents. Happy Chinese New
Year(Kung Hei Fat Choy).
on its

Thumbs
Down
Matt Hamilton
"We need a plumber, now. How are we
going to shower?"Our landlord, cognizant
of the upcoming holiday weekend, re-

Superdelegates - As the race
for the Democratic primary
headstoward the wire, there
is increasing speculationthat
the race could be decidedby
superdelegates,party insiders
awarded a vote alongside
primary delegates. Welcome
to the new "smoke-filled
room."

sponded, "No plumber. It's Chinese New
Year. No plumber is available."
And so it has been five days since our
showerhas worked.Welcome to life in the
abyss otherwise known as "off campus."
"Surely there must be a non-Chinese
plumber within this zip code, Mr. H.?" No
response. He took the rent check (a few
days late) and said farewell. "AfterChinese
New Year,we will get a plumber."
I suspect Mr. H. has not been as gracious because my roommate is Mandarinspeaking Chinese, while our slum landlord
speaks Cantonese.There is no badblood
- ostensibly - but thiscould be thefirst in
a series oftactics byMr. H to seek revenge
on the Mandarin-speakingworld.
Or perhaps Mr. Hoosoo does not
shower and thinks thatfive days without
a shower is not that bad.
Nevertheless, this is life off campus. We change our own light bulbs,
pay for our utilities, and lock our
own doors, withkeys... or at least
we try. No longer can we workorder anything from a leaking
pipe to a blinking overhead
light. Energy is no longer in
infinite ResLife supply; in
fact, you have to pay for it,
in prices rated by therms,
whatever that means.
Living off campus also
means you have neighbors.
The house next door has a tricycle

Outback Steakhouse Aussie
CheeseFries - Weighing in
at 2,900 caloriesand 182
grams offat (!), this appetizer
toppedMen's Health's first
ever list of the worst foods
in America. Honorable
mentions include: Unos Deep
Dish Pizza, P.F. Chang's Pork
Lo Mem, andLonestar's 20
oz. T-Bone.
The Mosquito - A new
Welsh device is being
used in British stores to
keep young hooligansfrom
disturbing more serious
shoppers. The machine
broadcasts an annoying high
frequency soundthatkids
can hearbut adults can't.
What ever happenedto just
yelling"Get out, you young
whippersnappers?"
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KATHERIN

MatthewHamiltonis a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes commentsat hamiltonm®
bcheights.com.

OFFICE HOURS

Why ambition is good and honorable ambition better

Robert Faulkner
Ambition moves

one to

make something of

oneself, and that, broadlyspeaking, is a goodthing

- else youmay be a slugabed, a sucker for the easy
pleasures andthe quickfix, andthe merest conformist as to fashion, careers, and opinions. It is goodto
strive to be the best you can be.
But of course ambition so understood is not
merelygetting ahead ofthe otherguy or girl. Getting
ahead in trifles, say, the number of dresses you have
or of beers you can drink, is no serious distinction.
It doesn'tdrawyou up, andif you get preoccupiedor
habituated,it takes you down.Any decentor serious
person understands that one should get ahead in
things seriously worth having or doing. The miserly
entrepreneuris no great shakes, despite his acquisitions,nor the careerist professor, nor the polpreoccupied with his image or withfeathering his nest.
Besides, there are the all-too-obviouslywrong
ways of getting ahead, such as cheating, say, or the
knife in the back (metaphoricalor real). Ambition

shouldbe for goodthings, for prominence or undertions." He was confronting new ideologicaltyrannies
But with what confidencecan we counsel character and aspiration in face of the modernrelativistic
standing or activity that is worth spending a life on, and new scientific and industrialpowers of destrucand it shouldbehonorableambition. In some broad tion. Great victories have since been won over the challenge? It is widely assumed within andwithout
way, allthis is not controversial,especially as to the 20th century's fascist andMarxist tyrannies, partly
academic circles that we can have no more than
due to his inspiration and leadership. But has his "subjective values," as if our sciences can only debigger examples.
Sensible and public-spirited people recognize plea for preserving moraland spiritual standards scribe facts or as if all our opinions (including our
the honorableambitions of, say, Lee Hamiltonand been successful? I fear not, at least if one judges once vaunted sciences) are merely relative to some
TomKeane, who headed the commission investiby the intellectual fashions. One sees a pervasive historical epoch.
Still, this present-dayskepticism is no necessary
gating Sept. 11. They differentiate easily between relativism as to values and, what is more, a positive
statesmanlike and even grand ambition, like that project to liberatefrom traditionalvalues, especially truth, self-evidentas it seems. It is but a product of
ofNelson Mandelaor Winston Churchill, and mere moral restraint and high character.
questionable contentions in the various stages and
Modern skepticism and postmodern liberation self-criticismsofmodernphilosophy and science. In
hunger for domination, like that of the tyrants Idi
Amin or Joseph Stalin.
make up a strange tag team of beliefs, beliefs in fact, the sophisticated reasonings beneath modern
But can such a rather simple and old-fashioned one way or another ratified and broadcast by the relativism are less evident than an honest man's
outlook still be true, given the pluralism, moral universities, many novelists and playwrights, and awareness ofthedifferencebetweenafair officialand
relativism, egalitarianism,irrationalism,and historimuch of themedia. These intellectualfashions now one who feathers his nest or lords it over the weak.
cism of this sophisticated age?What seems obvious penetrate a mass public, and in such broadening Thisevident and everyday awarenessof goodand bad,
to public-spirited citizens and historians is not so
circles, at least, things moraland spiritual seem less writ small, is also present as to leaders, writ large.
obviousto many scholars, thinkers, and intellectuals, sustained than systematically undermined.
What of a Franklin D. Roosevelt and his helpmeets
not least in the universities.
The result, take it for all in all, is to aggravate Churchill and Dc Gaulle, in the great 20th century
Why is it that social scientists speak much of tendencies in modern democracy that the muchstruggle to defend modern free government? They,
rational maximizing, power seeking, self-interest, quotedTocquevillehaddiscernedlongago. To quote like their sometime-ally Stalin, could seem bigger
and popular voice, but not much of extraordinary once more: What is "most to befeared is that in the than life in charm,force, and shrewdness.But these
judiciousness, honorableaims, and knowing justice? midst of the small incessant occupations ofprivate gentlemen statesmen, unlike the obsessive despot
Or that influential professors of philosophy and life, ambition will lose its spark and its greatness; Stalin, were bigger also injustice and honor.
literature talk confidently of autonomy and equal that human passions willbe appeasedand debased
Character tells, now as ever, and so also honordignity, while dismissing ambition for office and at the same time This same man, who can toler- able ambition.
achievement as elitistdomineeringor a remnant of ate neither subordination nor equality, nonetheless
despiseshimselfto thepoint that he believeshimself RobertFaulkner is aprofessor in thepoliticalscience derepressive culture?
Many decades ago, Churchill had urged the made onlyto taste vulgarpleasures I should want partment. This columndrawsfrom his recentlypublished
special need in our times to holdfast to "the moral one to strive to give them avaster ideaof themselves book: The Case for Greatness, Honorable Ambition
and of their species."
and Its Critics (Vale, 2009).
philosophyand spiritualconceptions of men and na-

...

...
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How the ultra-wealthy contribute to charities

inthe

News
Politics
\u25a0 President Bush signed
the Economic Stimulus Act
of 2008 yesterday, hoping
the measure will prevent or
limit the extent of a possible
recession. The plan will send
tax rebate checks to most
Americans by May.
\u25a0 The Senate passed the
ForeignIntelligence Surveillance Act on Tuesday, allowing intelligence agencies

to forgo a court warrant to

monitorforeign communications involving terrorists.
Science
\u25a0 A Russian-Chinese draft
treaty banning weapons in
space was presented to the
United Nations Conference
on Disarmamenton Tuesday.
The United States objects
to the treaty, maintaining
that there is no arms race
in space.

Researchersfrom the ChiAcademy of Science
recently discovered the fossilized remains of a pterodactyl. This dinosaur lived
120million years ago.
\u25a0

nese

Technology
Proposedlegislation to stop
network providers from regulating traffic on the internet
was introduced to Congress
yesterday. The bill targets
companies that interfere with
consumers' rights to access
and offer content and services
\u25a0

on the Internet.
\u25a0 Yahoo Inc. is reportedly
discussing a possible partnership with mediaconglomerate
News Corp. It remains unclear
whetherYahoo wants to repel
Microsoft Corp's takeover bid

or pry a better offer from the

unsolicited suitor. News Corp.
owns the Wall Street Journal.
Business
\u25a0 Anheuser-Busch Inc. announced the launch of Bud
Light Lime nationwide in
May. A $35 million market-

ing campaign featuring TV
commercials and billboards

will accompany the

new

line

of beer.
\u25a0

The United States

won a

preliminary ruling yesterday
in a WorldTrade Organization
case over Chinese tax policies
thatrestrict imports offoreign
auto parts. The final report
of the case is expected to be
made later this year. The case
would be China's first loss at
the WTO since joining.

by the

Numbers
89
Number ofconfirmed
suicides amongArmy
soldiers in 2007. There are
32 additionalsuicides that
still need corraboration to
be counted.

76%
Percentage of Democrats
and Republicans who
agreed that strengthening

America's economy should
be a top priority this year.

12%
Percentage of Republicans who said that global
warming andthe environment were a top concern,
compared to 47 percent of

Democrats.

QUOTABLE
"In the digital age, an American's rights shouldn't depend
on their physcial geography,"
said Sen. Ron Wyden(D-Ore,)
afterthe Senate approved new
rules for government eavesdropping, requiring foreign
intelligence agencies to aquire
court orders to eavesdrop on
Americans who are overseas.

The bill stills needs approval
by the House.
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By Kathryn

Caddick

For the Heights

According to its Wealth Transfer Report (2006), the Center of Wealth and
Philanthropy at Boston College claims at
least $1.7 trillion in bequests will be avail-

able for charities between 1998 and 2017.
This windfall presents an opportunity for
these nonprofits to approach these wealth
holders.But larger influences, such as family and the need for a legacy, are powerful
competitors.
The center is studying just how wealth
holderschoose to sharetheir wealthand has
just received a $600,000 grantfrom the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation to do just

that.Their study examines howhouseholds
worth at least 25 million recession-proof
dollarshandledilemmasand opportunities
as wellas gain insight into the spiritual underpinnings of their continuedaspirations
and deeper motivation.
The key, said Gayle Colman, a financial
advisor with the Sudden Money Institute,
is for the wealthowner to focus onrelationships, with their heirs, spouses, finances,
and themselves. "Wealth is more than
money," she said. "No (strategy) is right
or wrong.
There is only an opportunity
to learn."
This knowledge transitions a checkbook
philanthropist into a full-time benefactor.
Robert Kenny, the associate director at the

...

center, argues that theroleof the charities
is to act as mechanismsto do thework that
wealth holders themselves want to have
done. The mission of the Red Cross during HurricaneKatrina is a prime example.

The wealth holders who identified with
those hauling lumber were the ones who
gave the most.
This "philanthropic identity" is a defining measure for these wealth holders,
and its psychological underpinnings are
currently being researched. The events
andplaces that shaped the wealthholders'
lives,whether it be a love ofnature or their
alma mater, is a major component of what
Paul Schervish, director of the Center on
Wealth and Philanthropy calls a, "moral
biography."
This moral biography also determines
how much time and money they give and
howinvolvedtheybecomein the nonprofit's
administration. A current struggle in the
millionaireversus charitywrestling match
is the optimal balance between charity
providerand a full-scaletakeover. Although
it is in thecharities'best interests to incorporate their bread and butter's business
acumen, the separation between business
and charity donor is not always clear-cut.
"If a wealthholder insinuates that a room
would look nicer paintedblue,"Kenny said,
"it wouldbe nice if the room was blue the
next time they walked in." If not, a competing charity might find itself bathed in

a serene cerulean a

few months later.Additionally,thewealthholders, accordingto
theWealth Transfer Report, view charities
as part oftheir legacy and do not like to be
involved with something they do not view
as inherently successful.
Wealth holders are under increased
pressure to be successful and make an
impact in their lifetime through their
businesses, their philanthropies, and their
children. Problems arise, however, when
their children do not share the same philanthropic goals as their parents and their
attendance to such matters wanes. Kenny
argues that although thechildren may not
have the same goals,they may feel equally
as strong about other civic duties. Rifts
occur, however, when the parents confuse
their children's lukewarm approach to
their chosencharities with theirchildren's
approach to philanthropy in general.
Colman asserts the miscommunication lies in the discrepancy between the
parents' values andtheir actions, the latter being what the children inadvertently
follow. Additionally, the first generation
wealth owner parents have strong work
ethics and are grateful for their success,
which they lavish on their children. Their
children, in Colman's opinion, have moderate work ethics that may border on
entitlement.
To add cold hard cash kindling to the
fire, the intergenerational stake is up to

$41 trillion over the next 48 years. That

includes money flowing to and from the
Boomer generation andboth those snuggly
inside and out of the millionaires'club.
Those inside the club, however, find
similar company thanks to financial management firms such as the Sudden Money
Institute, Family Wealth Alliance, and
Social Venture Partners, whose client'snet
worth dabble in the multimillions.
These organizations, some invitation
only, allow the wealth holders to choose
projects and support them as a group
while simultaneouslygaining access to lucrative future contacts. The Philanthropic
Initiativeprovides an alternative, guiding
wealth holders through the construction
and maintenance of their own philanthropic structures.
Taken together, wealth holders have

tremendous power and, consequently,
tremendous responsibility. Familial and
moral obligationsplay an integralrole in
determininghow and where the funds are
placed. Organizations such as the Center
of Wealth and Philanthropy guide the
nonprofitsin approachingdonors whereas
the Sudden Money Institutes guide the
wealthholders themselves.
This multi-trillion dollar dance successfully delineates scores of people,
whose only similarity is the number of
zeros in theirbank account, in an attempt
to use those zeros for the greater good. \u25a0

BOOK REVIEW

Colbert?s book possesses same flair as the ?Report?
By Tue Tran

HeightsEditor

Stephen Colbert, famous for his show
The Colbert Report on Comedy Central,
extends his influence to the book-reading
public in his book IAm America(And So Can
You!). Even with an unsuccessful - though
amusing - run for the presidency, Colbert
can still get the attention of the American
people in regard to politics. Having been
on the New York Times best-seller list for
17weeks, there is no doubt that Colbert is
getting more people interested in politics.
As Colbert is gifted withlanguage,having createdhis own word ("truthiness") this
book is surprisingly quick and easy to read
and enjoyable most of the time. For those
college students who are lucky enough to
have 10 minutes a day to read something

outsideof therealm of textbooks,thisbook
is perfect.
Not just a continuous narrative, this
book contains fun "interviews," sayings,
and a map to determineif someone is gay or
not. It is also veryinteractive,with stickers
to appealto thechild within. There are even
small anecdotes in the margins for those
who have wandering eyes.
Like his televisionpersona, Colberttakes
extreme conservative stances on issues and
pokes fun at them. At the beginningofeach
topic, he starts with a personal story. Unfortunately, the reader never knows which
onesare true and which ones aren'tbecause
he admits that he makes some of them up.
But this is allpart ofthe mysteriousness of
the character that is Stephen Colbert.He
ridiculously discusses hot-button issues
such as the elderly, sex and dating, the

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
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Vices and duty

media, andofcourse, religion. For instance,
he discourses about how the elderly can't
read small print and look like lizards, and
howbaby carrots are turning him gay. One
chapter that all college students can laugh
at and relate to is the one about higher
education. In it, Colbertincludes a copy
ofhis admission essay to Dartmouth College, in which he abuses the thesaurus and
name-dropshis great-great-uncle because
his unclehas a hall named after him.
The laughter continues into the index,
wherethereare only entries underhis name,
and the appendix,which contains a transcript and analysis ofhis speech at the 2006
White House Correspondents' Dinner. He
even visually shows you how to respectably
"retire" his book. The laughs never stop,
even when Colbert is over the top.
Colbert's humor does become a little

self-indulgentat times, sounding as though
he's making himselflaugh rather than the
audience.On thefront andback covers,inside jacket, and in the introduction,he declares repeatedlyhow great hisbook is, and
how greatthereader is to havepurchased it.
Even though this is clearly his character a
narcissistic bigot
speaking, sometimes
the reader just wants to slap him and tell
him to move on already. Obviously,rants are
part ofhis shtick, which is similarto that of
Bill O'Reillyand Al Franken. But thereader
can get weary of that style.
Obviously, there's a blatantbias to his
book, like his TV show. If the reader does
not have similar views, it may be hard to
laugh. But for liberals, moderates, and conservatives withbroad senses of humor, this
is an enjoyableread that won'tbe daunting
in length or material. \u25a0
?
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After years ofDick Cheney abusing theposition, the next vice president Introducing the MicroCar.
will have the responsibility ofredefining the position, says JoshDarr. B3 The next big thing: 'power shirts'
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Election Central

Picking the perfect ticket: Running mates in ?08
By

Joshua Dark

When speaking with friends
andrelatives about this presidential election, I have been
asked one question more than
any other. It's not about policy,
it's not about character, race,
or gender - in fact, it's about
somethingnobodywill vote on.
Who gets to fill Dick
Cheney's shoes?
For the Republicans, John
McCain has all but locked up the
nomination. McCain is a strong
generalelection candidate. He is
a decoratedwar hero with a history of working across the aisle
and can attract independents
into thebeleagueredRepublican
Party like no other.
These same qualities that
attract independentsturn off
conservatives,who power the
Republicanbase. His support
of campaign finance reform,
comprehensiveimmigration
reform, opposition to the Bush
tax cuts, and classificationof
the religiousright as "agents of
intolerance"infuriate many on
the right wing. While George W
Bush won two electionsby turning out the Republican base in
hugenumbers, JohnMcCain will
not have this advantage.
McCain's other major setback is his age. The 71-year-old
senator wouldbeAmerica'soldest president upon taking office.
Thoughhe is famously energetic,
this will surely be a factor.
His pick of a vice president
should solve bothof these
problems. A youthful social and
economic conservative would
address both ofMcCain's weaknesses. Because Senator McCain
is well-known across the country, he does not necessarily need
to choose a high-profilefigure.
Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty,
South CarolinaGov. Mark Sanford, andFlorida Gov. Charlie
Crist are allyoung governors
who fit this description.
Formerrivals are always a
possibility, and Mitt Romney
and Mike Huckabee have been
floated as possible VPs. Romney,

GERALD HERBERT / AP (LEFT); RICK BOWMER / AP (RIGHT)

Afteryears of Dick Cheney abusing the position, the next vice president will have the responsibility of redefining the position; the vice president nominee will be a decidingfactor in November.
who is despisedby the McCain
by huge wins on Tuesdayin
Maryland,D.C., and Virginia,
camp, is unlikely. Huckabee
making it eight straight victories
remains in therace, and aims to
since SuperTuesday. Hillary
gain enough delegatesto force
McCain's hand at the convenClinton is making her last stand
tion. His weakness,however,is
in the March 4 states of Ohio
and Texas,hoping wins there
thathe is on the religious (down
will save her. She undoubtedly
with evolution!) and economic
(down with the IRS!) fringes.
retains a good chance to win the
America may not be comfortable nomination,but will need everywithhim being one heartbeat
thing she has to stop Obama's
momentum.
of a 71-year-old man from the
If she manages to win the
highest office in theland.
nomination,she will leave a secThe Democratic race is much
more interesting and offers
tion of the party deeply dissatisfied. Many Obama supporters
fascinating possibilities for a
(trust me on this one) will be
historic vice presidency. Barack
less than willing to support her,
Obamahas momentum, buoyed

Market Report

Yahoo to Microsoft:
?Thanks, but no thanks?
Matthew Struzziero

In a major shakeup in the
Web industry almost two weeks
ago, Microsoft Corp. made an
unsolicitedbid to purchase
struggling Internet giant Yahoo.
The deal Microsoft offered was
a buyout at $31 a share, a 62
percent premium overwhat was
the current price, totaling to
nearly $45 billion. After news of
the possible takeover surfaced,
Yahoo'sstock surged over 50
percent and has leveled out at
around the $29 range.
In an effort to compete with
Google,the dominantplayer in
the Internet search industry,
Microsoft feels that purchasing
Yahoowould put them in a much
better position to compete in
the online sector. SteveBallmer,
CEO for Microsoft, declaredthe
bid the "next major milestone"
for the company.
Yahoo and Microsoft, the
No. 2 and3 search engines on
the Web, havefallen far behind
Google in marketshare. Currently, Googlecontrols 58.4
percent ofthe market, while
Yahoohas 22.9 percent and
Microsoft struggles withonly 9.8
percent. And looking at the current trend, those numbers seem
poised to distance themselves
even further. If they merged,
however, Yahooand Microsoft
wouldcontrol a combined 30
percent ofthe market, giving
them a much strongerposition
to take on Google. Plus, Yahoo
and Microsoft have different
strengths that they could use
to their advantage.Yahoohas a
wide array of different Web sites
that see a lot oftraffic, while
Microsoft has a strong infrastructure andplenty in the bank
to invest.

Notwithstanding the potentialbenefits of the deal, the oth-

er halfof the story is the floundering state ofYahoo. When
Microsoft made the offer on Feb.
1, Yahoo's stock hadreached a
two-yearlow. Over the past few
years, Yahoohas been rapidly
losing marketshare to Google,
and the company has failedto
come up with any realresponse
to its chief competitor. The
company recently announced
a 1,000-joblayoff. And though
therehave been talks about a
Microsoft-Yahoomerger for the
last two years, Yahoocontinued
to walk away. All of this leads to
what many say is a smart buy for
Microsoft and a good opportunity for Yahoo. Yahoo,however,
doesn't quite agree. On Monday, Yahoo'sboard of directors
formally rejected Microsoft's
bid, and in a statement said
that Microsoft'sproposal had
substantially undervaluedYahoo
and that accepting the proposal
is not in thebest interests of the
stockholders.
The statement said, "After
careful evaluation,the Board
believes that Microsoft's proposal substantially undervalues
Yahoo, including our global
brand, large worldwideaudience, significant recent investments in advertising platforms
and future growth prospects,
free cash flow, and earnings po-

tential,as well as our substantial
unconsolidatedinvestments."
Microsoft, though, is undeterred
in its pursuit to acquire Yahoo.
Ballmer notedhow the combination of the two companies
wouldbe a monumental step
in creating a powerful No. 2
competitor in the marketplace.
In response to Yahoo's refusal
of theproposal, Microsoft said:
"A Microsoft-Yahoocombination will create a more effective
company that would provide
greater value and service to our
customers. Furthermore, the
combinationwill create a more
competitive marketplace by
establishing a compelling No. 2
competitor for Internet search
and online advertising." Yahoo's

refusal does not make this the
end of theroad for Microsoft.
Because this was a takeover
to beginwith, Microsoft still
has options to continue pursuing the merger via a full hostile
takeover.Microsoft's next step
wouldbe to attempt to persuade
Yahoo shareholders to elect a
new board of directors.
In a tactical move, Microsoft made its bid right before
Yahoo's deadline to nominate
new board members. If Yahoo
continues to resist, Microsoft
can lobby for shareholders to
elect apro-merger board, which
will make sure the merger goes
through.
Even if that doesn't work,
Microsoft stillhas the option
of a hostile takeover.Yahoo's
defenses are limited, but its
options include splitting up
and outsourcing some of their
individualbusinesses. Another
option includesrumored talks
about bringing on a potential
partner, such as News Corp or
AOL, but it is unlikely either
would go head-to-head withMicrosoft. Yahoo'sfinal, and best,
defense wouldbe a poison pill,
where it could issue new shares
at a reduced price in order to
dilute the market, making it
difficultfor Microsoft to acquire
a majority share in the company.
A poison pill against a company
like Microsoft with virtually
unlimitedfinancial resources
would, however, only delaythe
inevitable.
At this point, it seems as if
Yahoo's destiny doeslie with
Microsoft. Nobodywill fault
themif they try to get the best
offer possible, but they should
negotiate carefully. Ifthey get
entrenchedin a full-blown
hostile takeover, they wouldbe
at risk of losing many good employees, as well as shareholder
trust.

MatthewStruzziero is a staffcolumnist for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at struzzm@bcheights.
com.

especially if they feel that superdelegateprocedure was the deciding factor. Hillary Clinton will
be left with no choice: There will
be huge pressure on her to name
Obama as her running mate. He
may or may not accept.
IfObama gets the nomination, the selection process gets
more interesting. I doubt that
Hillary Clinton would ac-

cept second fiddle to anyone,
especially her chiefrival. Obama
wouldbe under significant pressure, however, to put a woman

on the ticket. His choices could
includeGov. Janet Napolitanoof
Arizona, Gov. Christine Gregoire

of Washington, or Gov.Kathleen
Sebelius of Kansas, all prominent endorsers.
Obama may also feel pressure
to put somebodymore "experienced" on the ticket. This would
not be a good idea, as it would
make Obamalook inexperienced
by comparison and hurt his
biggest strength: youth and the
desirefor change.
Former Sen. TomDaschle (D-S.D.) wouldbe the lead
candidatefor this slot. Virginia
Governor Tim Kaine wouldbe a
good choice because he's from a
swing state, has executive experience, but is still young and full

of energy.
McCain and Obama or
Clinton will eventuallyhave to
confront this choice. After years
ofDick Cheney abusing the
position, the next vice president
will have the responsibilityofredefining the position. The choice
ofright-hand man (or woman)
could be the decidingfactor in
November, and none of us will
be able to make that decision. It
will be the first crucial choice of
the next presidency.
JoshuaDorr is a staffcolumnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?

Then write for
Marketplace!
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Tech Journal

After Microsoft, Yahoo talks not over

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*

1

58

2

In Defense ofFood. Michael
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.

4

5

3

Become a Better You. Joel Osteen 5
Free Press, $25.

16

4

You: Staying Young. Michael F.
Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,
M.D. Free Press, $26.

6

14

5

11
How Not to Look Old. Charla
Krupp. Springboard Press, $25.99.

4

6

lAm America (and So Can You!). 10
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

17

$26.99.*

An Inconvenient Book. Glenn Beck 2
Threshold Editions, $26.
Deceptively Delicious. Jessica
9
Seinfeld. Collins, $24.95.

11

15

3

13

38

11 Jim Cramer's Stay Madfor Life.
James J. Cramer with Cliff Mason
Simon & Schuster, $26.

15

7

12

12

3

13 The Daring Bookfor Girls. Andrea 14
J. Buchanan & Miriam Peskowitz
Collins, $24.95.

14

14 Tom Cruise. Andrew Morton. St.

3

3

15 Temples on the Other Side. Sylvia Browne. Hay House, $25.95.

1

7
8
9

Liberal Fascism. Jonah Goldberg
Doubleday, $27.95.

10 The Dangerous Book for Boys.
Conn & Hal Iggulden. Collins,

17

$24.95.

Real Change. Newt Gingrich.
Regnery, $27.95.

Martin's, $25.95.

*Indicates title has been reviewed by The
Heights.

Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

Matt

Sbrogna

On Friday, Feb. 1, Microsoft
made an unsolicitedoffer of
$44.6 billion in cash and stock
to purchase Internetrival Yahoo, a 62 percent premium over
Yahoo's current marketvalue on
theNew York Stock Exchange
at the time. Upon the offer's announcement, Yahoo'sstock price
rose nearly 48 percent, while
that of its competitor, Google,
fell about 9 percent.
This is not the first time
Microsoft has tried to acquire
Yahoo.The two companies have
been discussing the possibility
off and on since Microsoft's last
offer about one year ago for a
similar price. Yahoo'sformer
CEO, who rejected the original
deal,resigned last Thursday,
possibly prompting Microsoft to
make its second offer to a new
CEO andboard of directors.
Microsoft andYahoohave
a number ofsimilaritiesfrom
instant messaging capabilities,
e-mail, and advertising services
to sites dedicatedto news, finance, andtravel. While the two
companies have shared success
in the past with their display advertising partnership, both companies are still in Google's shadow in the ever-growing search
market. Microsoft believes that
its acquisition ofYahoowould
leave only itself and Google
competing for dominancein the
online advertising and services
market.Even though Yahoo
couldeasily accept the offer and
cash out with huge short-term
gains, it vowedto fully evaluate
Microsoft's offer, explore alternative strategic directions, and
ultimately maximize investors'
long-termvalue. Yahoohad even
discussedforging an advertising
partnershipwith Google,but
nothingcame out of those talks.
Ten days afterYahooreceived
thebuyout offer, it rejected Mi-

GRAPHICCOURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

crosoft, saying the offer severely

undervalued the company. Many
analysts point out, however, that
the language in Yahoo'srejection leaves the door open to a
higher bid from Microsoft and
evenbids from other companies.
Microsoft has since stated
that its original offer of over $44
billion was fair, but emphasized
that it is willingto pursue all
necessary steps in order to
close the deal. Some speculate
that Microsoft will soon make
another offer. Ifthat offer is
rejected, Microsoft may take a
more hostile approach in order
to take over Yahoo, including
buying sharesfrom individual
investors or ousting Yahoo's
board of directors.
Each company needs the
other in order to compete with

Google.Microsoft needs to
acquire Yahoo quickly to lessen
Google'swidening lead in the
advertising and online search
markets that are revolutionizing the technologyand media
industries. Yahoo, on the other
hand, is at the bottomof a fouryear slump with its stock price
having dropped 40 percent in
thethree-monthperiod leading
up to Microsoft's offer. Yahoo
management began to lay off
1,000 employees this week and
has stated thatif no transactions take place, the situation
is unlikely to improve until at
least 2009. If Microsoft and
Yahoo reach a deal, it will not be
official untilthe U.S. JusticeDe-

would combine the second and
third largest online search companies, it could be in violation
of governmentregulations.
In the next few weeks, it is
likelythat talksbetweenthe
two giants will go back and
forth, eventuallyresulting in
Microsoft's taking over Yahoo.If
this does happen, it may not be
good for consumers. With only
two major players in the Internet
advertising and services market,
there will be much less competition in the industry, possibly
leadingto slower growth, fewer
innovations,and higher costs for
the end-users.

partment reviews any antitrust

for The

implications involved in the
transaction. Because this deal

Matt Sbrogna is

a

staff columnist

Heights. He welcomes
commentsat sbrognam@bcheights.

com.

Auto VIBES

Unlike in America, the MicroCar is MacroCool in Europe
Alex Walker
In the captivatinglyEuropean country of Spain, private
transportationis somewhat
frownedupon save for Vespa

Mopeds and small, efficient
cars. To say the cars in Spain are
smallerthan those in the United
States wouldbe a vast understatement. Many of the cars are
"micro" sized, making themall
the more "Euro" in appearance
and character.
Take one quick look at
Spain's densely packed capital
city ofMadrid, and it becomes
clear why most people do not
own cars and why those do have
pint-sized versions: Parking is
nearlyimpossible to come by,
and Madrid is home to one of
the most modern and efficient
metro systems in the world. Of
course, some people could still
justify owning a car even in a
city where it is truly unnecessary
(cough yours truly).
That is why I was overjoyed
when I learned that "la sefiora"
with whomI'd be shacking up
withfor the next five months
had alreadyused this justification andpurchased her very own
Euro-whip. It's a 2008 MicroCar
Campus (pronounced Corn-poos
in Espahol). After riding through
the city and taking a short "testdrive"myself, I understood just
howthis little car pays homage
to Madrid's efforts to encourage
driversto operatetheir vehicles
infrequentlyand efficiently.
My housingplacement for
the semester abroad in Madrid
is a second-story apartment on
a one-way street that a Ford Explorer wouldhave to suck in its
gut to traverse. Tuckedbeneath
me in the garaje is the electric
blue Campus. When my sefiora
openedthe garage door, my first
reaction was laughter, which I
quickly suppressed when I saw
the quizzicallook on her face.
Contorting my face into an awkward combinationof pleasure

...
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The MicroCar's Interior layout Is impressive: Faux wood-grain accents adorn the automatic shifter knob and dash, and there is a removable radio with four good speakers, among other features.
and interest, I stepped forward
and began to examine the tiny
car. I first noticed the attractive alloywheels set naturally
into tires that dwarfonly those
equipped on a child's remotecontrolled car. A black-trimmed
roof nicely contrasts the brightness of theblue body. Around
back is a chrome-tipped exhaust
pipe about 4 inches long with a
diameterno larger than that of a
Pog. The inside houses two cloth
bucket seats that manually move
back until they hit the trunk
(sorry, 6-footers).
The interior layout impressed
me: Faux wood-grain accents
adorn the automaticshifter
knob and dash; there is a removable radio withfour goodspeakers (much needed, I'll explain
later); the glove compartment
is spacious in comparisonto

everything else and has a locking
feature; gauges for heat/wiper/
defrost allseemed intuitive,
althoughthis Campus was not

equippedwith air conditioning.
Notice "wiper" is singular; like
most pre-1995 Mercedes-Benz
cars, one large windshield wiper

takes theplace of two. The open
trunk is accessible from the
front seats (think hatchback)
and has a privacy shade to boot.
All windows are tinted, andthe
two front power windows have
the seeminglypointless feature
of opening an inch every time
the door is opened, and closing
again every time thedoor is
shut. I can't make sense ofthis
feature, but know it is notorious on more expensive vehicles
like thePorsche Boxster. The
electronicodometerbehind the
thick steering wheelread "13
kilometers," telling me that this
MicroCar hadn't seen much
more ofMadrid than I had.
After I had explored the
ergonomics of the Campus,
I heard my sefiora ask me in
rapid Spanish if I would give her
driving lessons. I thought for
sure my seven years of learning
the language hadfailed me. My
expressionmust have screamed
befuddlementbecause she proceededto explainthat a "perk"
of the Campus is thatone does
not need a driver'slicense to
operate it, only a motorcycle

license. I glanced at her Vespa
in the corner of the garage and
struggled with the logic behind
Spain's driving laws.
The company's name,
MicroCar, fully and accurately
describes theproduct. It is in
fact a car (not a motorcycle),
and it is really small. But it by
no means should be operated
without a full-fledgedlicense.
Thank God my sefioraturned
out to be a half-decent driver;
maybe the first 13kilometers
were worse, whoknows. When
she finally found a free parking
space outside the supermarket,
though, I swear she thought she
was parking a Suburban. Everything is relative, I suppose.
Perhaps the downfallof the
Campus is the cacophony of its
523 CC direct injection Yanmar
Diesel engine. The tiny engine
allows the Campus to top out at
about 60 kilometers per hour
(roughly 40 mph if you're on a
downslope), so it is truly a city
errand-runner, thus limiting its
usability significantly. Running on diesel fuel, and with the
engine at your feet, two people

are forced to shout to maintain a conversation even at 25

neered by Mercedes-Benz, even
more widespreadthan MicroCar.
If you live in Europe and your
goals are to save on fuel and find
aparking space, perhaps these
will be achieved with MicroCar.
In the United States, however, it will be quite a while
before driversaccept the limitations inherent in such a small
car. What likely wins over most
MicroCar consumers (including
my sefiora) is the simplicity of
buying a new car onlinerather
than from a dealership, and the
ability to operate it without a
real driver'slicense. Lastly and
perhaps most importantly, the
Campus is fascinatingly petite
in stature and charming in its
oddity, making it a head-turner
in its own right. I can't help but
think it was kismet thatplaced
me a staircase away from a fresh
example ofEurope's cutting
edge in transportation. jQue
bien!
Keep on revvin'.

mph. But with the crystal-clear
speakersbelting out Rihanna's
"Umbrella"(a HUGE hit over
here), who needs conversation
anyway?
Another awkwardcharacteristic of the Campus that I
discovered upon backing it into
the garage is that there is no
idle as with a normal automatic
transmission. When you jerk
thepesky gear selector into "F"
or "R" you do not move. If you
do anythingmore than tenderly
depress the accelerator,you
risk abruptly joltingforward at
a surprisingly fast and disconcerting velocity. Try teaching
someone how to drive in reverse
when the practice car prefers
catapultingto inching.
For buzzing around town, the
Campus seems to do the trick
competently, albeit a bit noisily.
But at 13,000Euros, this trendy
littleride does not come cheap
(one Euro is worth 1.5 times the
weak, weak dollar as this is being written). Nor does its main

Alex Walker is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes com-

competitor, SmartCar, engi-

ments at walkera@bcheights.com.
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Introducing: ?power shirts?

"SPRING BREAK 2008

MAXIM MAGAZINE'S
GARY MEEK / GEORGIA TECHPHOTO

Georgia Institue ofTechnology's Zhong Lin Wang holds a prototype microfiber nanogeneratorused for the shirt.
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BY PAUL SYMANSKY

WINNER TO BE FEATURED ON MAXIM.COM

FREE LIMITED EDITION
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chanicallycompressed. Conversely, if electricity is applied
to the material, it will expandor
contract. Thus, the nanowires
in this new fabric rub against
each other and produce minute
amounts ofelectrical current;
theKevlar substrate ensures
the wires aren't damaged. If the
wires were configured in certain
ways, their output in terms of
voltage and amperage could be
amplified significantly.
The group ofresearchers has
conjectured that one square meter of this new fabric, less than
the amount in a men's longsleeved shirt, could generate as
much 80 milliwattsof energy.
That's enoughto essentially
doublethe battery life of many
modern portable electronics.
With ever-decreasing power
needs, justwearing a shirt could
keep all of your electronics powered indefinitely.
This fledglingfield is very
new andalso very exciting. As
electronicsbecomefurther
integrated into our daily lives,
powering them will always be a
concern. Fortunately, the brilliant minds of researchers all
over the world are helping to
ease our energy crises. The only
current downsideto this nanowire/Kevlarfabric is that its
sensitive to water, so don't plan
on washingyour power shirt.
Paul Symansky is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at symanskyp@bcheights.
com.
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2008 SPRING BREAK SPONSORS

U.S.ARMY

In countries with free and
mixed markets, nothing excites
the humanmind like theword
"free." We've been trainedto
believe that free things are good
things. For instance, a free car or
a free house are extraordinarily
goodthings. What about free
energy? Free energy, seemingly
creating power from nothing,
wouldbe good - if it existed.
Thefirst law of thermodynamics
bluntly states that energy cannot
be created or destroyed.
Nevertheless, many who are
undeterredby the laws of physics havefruitlessly pursued free
energy and perpetual motion
machinesfor ages. Watchmaker
Rolex, and later Seiko, stirred
public attention when they
releasedlines ofwatches that
never require windingor batteries. The concept was novel not
because they had successfully
tapped a free energy source, but
because they tapped a previously unharnessed energy source.
As the watch wearers go about
their affairs, their normal movements cause a small, lopsided
weightwithin the watch to move.
That weight is attached to a
shaft, which is in turn attached
to numerous gears to amplify the
motion. In many ofRolex's early
models, that motion was directly
applied to a spring to store the
energy. In Seiko's later models,
the motion was transferred into
electrical energy through a tiny
electrical generator.

The concept is brilliant;
discreetly and undetectably
siphon off kinetic energyfrom
a person's regular movements.
Clearly humanpower is nothing
new, as humans havepowered
everythingfrom grain millsto
aircraft. The key is to redirect
otherwisewasted energy that
wouldbe transferredinto useless
heat or annoying static shocks.
One team of researchers at
Georgia Institute of Technology is pioneering a new form of
generatingpower from human
movement: "power shirts." The
power shirt generateselectricity through the movement that
a standard garment would
regularly endure. Imperceptibly
extracting energy means that the
underlying mechanisms must either be very small, verylight, or
both. Once again, nanotechnology fits thebill. The researchers
have implementednanowires
embeddedin Kevlar fibers to
make tough fabrics that could
one day help ease the burden on
battery packs that soldiers carry,
power portable consumer electronics, or even capture wind
energy through sails. The fibers
have zinc oxide wires, described
as having a final structure
similar to a bottlebrush, grown
within them to serve as electrodes.
The fibers are then grouped
in pairs, and one out ofeach
pair is coated in gold before
being woven into a fabric. The
technologytakes advantage
of thepiezoelectric effect: the
ability of certain materialsto

u

Over 46 Distance Learning courses available!
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Earn undergraduate or graduate credits. Attend day or evening
classes. Sign up soon* for the session that's right for you:
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Business
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Counseling
Social Sciences
Mathematics
Engineering
Computer
Science
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Nursing
Languages
Education
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ooo.PCBREAK 866.722.7325
* PRICEIS PER NIGHTNOT INCLUDINGTAX&BASED ON AVAILABILITY.ALLPRICESSUBJECT TO CHANGE. **SAVINGSIS BASED ON A6 PERSON OCCUPANCYAND 7 NIGHTSTAY.

610.519.4300
www.parttime.villanova.edu

Summer Session I
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Summer Session II
June 27-July 28
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'Registration closes for each
day before the
session begins.
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COMMUNITY

STUDENT

Instructors needed to present FUN
science activities for kids at schools
& parties. Need car & experience
w/ kids. Training provided. P/T $25/
hr. program. Apply online: www.
madscience.org/greaterboston or
781-899-6006.

Spring Break '08. Don't get left
behind. Discounts and free trips still
available for groups. Over 20 years
experience. Free parties and drinks.
1-800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.com.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk to campus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or viae-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
droppedoffat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.
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Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology seniorthesis. Contact
Katherine LaToresat latores@bc.edu
for more information.
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NOAH WYLE, Starot NBC's hit show ER
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PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds \£&\Hlsf
vital patient services or life-saving
medical research, but never animal experiments.
Council on Humane Giving www.HumaneSeai.org
Washington, D.C. \u25a0 202-686-2210, ext. 335
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WORRIEDABOUTRAY.COM

Happy Birthday, Jess and Rachel!

Love, Julia

Monday Feb 18th

Fresh performance by
premiere BBoy

W

EXPRESSION"

convbluui

BC's

com for more information.

"Before giving, I always look
for the Humane Seal."

LOUD ?WITH
TiNGUES
OPPRESSION
COMES GREAT

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Southeast Asian Student AssociatonPresents-.

WORRIED ABOUT RAY?
YOU ARE NOT ALONE!

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

ontiflfl
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weight management
eating disorder management
diet management
40 million animals suffer and die on fur farms each
year. Each an individual like this fox. Each as unique
as a beloved pet. Don't hurt them. Don't buy fur.

www Nutritionßx.com
Elite Behavioral Nutrition
by appointment only ? Alexis Beck, mph, rd, ldn
617 731 6786 ? mynutritionist@nutritionrx.com

Learn more at CEASEboston.org

Bringing order to disordered eating? since 1985

CErKSE& Citizens to End Animal Suffering & Exploitation (617) 628-9030

Do you want to advance in the Accounting field?

I

m

Fairfield University's MS in Accounting
will help you achieve that goal!

m

%

INQUIRE at Fairfield University ...
APPLY by April 30,2008 . . .

...

START June 2, 2008
GRADUATE in May 2009!

A career in Accounting awaits you!

Jj

One Year, Full-Time Cohort Program

jtim

Ideal program for Accounting majors
150 credits with accelerated, lull-lime degree completion in one year
CPA Test Prep Course available
?
Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials
?
Personal attention and advising for every student
?
Scholarships available
?

?

?
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Let us help you get started today!
Call Marianne Gumpper at
203-254-4000, Ext. 2908
E-Mail: mgumpper@mail.fairfield.edu
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Visit: www.tairrield.edu/msaccru
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Football may be over, but ourfavorite time ofyear is here
Scan Logue
Despite what Peyton Manning may say
in his latestMasterCard commercial, there
is plenty for a sports fan to enjoy following
the conclusion of the football season. True,
actual sports coverage is generallylacking in
the month of February, as ESPN is forced to
turn to the NFL draft to fill airtime between
NBA and NHL highlights. But beginningtoday,
with pitchers and catchers reporting to spring
training, baseball season is officially just over
the horizon. And in the spirit of hope and
looking forward, here are a few up-and-coming
players to watch as the season approaches.
Cubs catcher Geovany Soto had a breakthrough season in AAA last year, hitting
.353/.424/.652 on his way to being named the
Pacific Coast League MVP. After a brief stint
with the Cubs' major-leaguesquad in July,
he was called up for good in September and
hit .342 with 10extra-basehits in 28 games.
With 12-year veteran Jason Kendall gone to

Milwaukee, Soto will be the Cubs' primary
option behind the plate in 2008 and is poised
to emerge as one of the National League's best
offensive catchers.
The Reds have three players whorank
amongBaseball Prospectus' top-25 prospects,
and all of them figure to play a role for the
team in 2008. Outfielder Jay Bruce, who was
namedMinor League Player of the Year by
Baseball America, tops BP's list and is ranked
the No. 2 prospect by Scouts, Inc. Bruce tore
his way through the Reds' farm system, moving
from A to AAA in the course of the year, and
could be the Reds' opening-day centerfielder
ifhe makes a strong showing in spring training. Pitcher Homer Bailey, who ranks No. 9 on
BP's list, willbegin the year as the team's third
starter but has ace potential, as evidenced by
his 356 strikeouts in 330 career innings of minor-leagueplay. 24-year-old Joey Votto, who
was called up at the end oflast year, will likely
replace Scott Hatteberg as the team's starting first baseman; whether that will happen in
April or June, however,is unclear.

In the AmericanLeague, I am going to
be keeping a close eye on the Orioles' Adam
Jones, the centerpiece of the trade that sent
Erik Bedard to Seattle. Jones broke out in a
big way last season, hitting .314/.382/.586
while slugging 25 home runs in AAA. He
bounced around a bit between AAA and the
majors, often sitting on the bench for the
Mariners, but as one ofvery few bright spots
on the Orioles' roster, he should start in centerfieldfor the entire season. With a little luck,
he could be the franchise outfielderthe team is
looking for.
Finally, I am going to be watching the
new-look Tampa Bay Rays while paying
special attention to Evan Longoria and Matt
Garza. Considered the frontrunner to win the
AmericanLeague Rookie of the Year award,
Longoria is alreadydrawing comparisons to
the Mets' David Wright and, according to
BaseballHQ.corn's Ron Schandler, is projected
to hit .283/.343/.502 in his first major-league
season. Garza was acquired from the Twins in
the Delmon Young trade in Novemberand had

moderatesuccess in the majors last season. In
83 innings with Minnesota, he finished with a
3.69 ERA while striking out 67, though his 32
walks may be cause for concern. If the Rays are
to truly exorcise their baseball demons - dropping the word "devil"from their name was a
big first step - they are going to need major
contributionsfrom both their young talentand
their revamped bullpen. With the pieces they
currently have in place, the Rays could be finishing over .500 for the first time in franchise
history.
Those are the players I will be watching; I
hope you willkeep track of them, too. If the
hype for baseball's top prospects is real, it
won'tbe too long before you can't help but
hear their names on a dailybasis. Until then,
all we can do is hope and speculate, but with
March Madness approaching and April just
around the corner, the best season of sports
will be upon us soon enough.
Scan Logue is a sophomore at Boston College. He can
be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

BC prepares for ?Pack
Charles Moore

ference in field goalpercentage at 60 percent, and
second in the league in rebounding with 8.2 per
contest. Stopping him, as well as NC State's other
After losing six games in a row in the ACC, frontline players such as Gavin Grant, Brandon
the men's basketball team is in desperate need Costner, and Ben McCauley, will be imperative if
of a win, iffor no other reason than to boost its the Eagles expect to win this game.
confidence. After a promising start to the ACC
The defense of senior center TyrelleBlair will
schedule, in which theEagles won theirfirst three be crucialfor the Eagles whenthey go up against
conference contests, Boston College is in search the talentedbig men ofNC State. Blair leads the
of its first win since Jan. 15. If the close defeat ACC in blocks per game with 3.8, so even if he
against No. 2 Duke showed us anything, however, isn't guarding Hickson, his help defense will be
it is thatthis team has the talentand the leaderimportant.
BC has given up 82.3 points per game durship to turn things around.
The next test in the ACC comes Thursday ing this six-game slide, compared to 71.2 on the
night at 7 p.m. against NorthCarolina State. Both season.
teams have been inconsistent thus far, and each
Offensively, the Eagles will once again lean on
team badly needs a win.
the combo of Tyrese Rice and Rakim Sanders to
Both the Eagles and the Wolfpack are long carry the bulk ofthe scoring. Rice has beenfairly
shots to make theNCAA tournament, but ifthey consistent during this rough patch, but Sanders
want to build any kind of momentum heading has been held under double figures in four of the
into the ACC tournament, this would be a good six straight losses, including the last three.
Rice has been the one constant in this ofplace to start. BC's only real chance of making
the NCAA tournament at thispoint is to win the fense, who can be penciled in for just about 20
points a night. Other than him, each player has
ACC tournament.
if
to
the
rest
of
their
hadhis ups and downs. In fact, in five of thepast
they
Even
were
win
regular season games, which includes a home six games, Rice has been the leading scorer, and
game against UNC, they still probably wouldn't only Sanders has been the second leading scorer
have enough quality wins to entice the selection more than once.
committee.
John Oates has found his stroke and given the
In this match-up of two mid-levelACC teams, Eagles a three-point threat that they had been
the key will be stopping NC State from getting previouslylacking.
too many second chances. Giving up offensive
He has hit 20 3-pointers in thelast 14 games,
rebounds has become one of the most glaring after not making any through the first eight
weaknesses of this young Eagle team. Securing games.
rebounds is even more important when the opAlthoughthings may lookbleak right now for
posing team's best player is a post player, as is the Eagles, they have a favorable schedule in the
the case with the Wolfpack.
next couple ofweeks and will look to start their
Freshman J.J.Hickson is the leading scoreron resurgence Thursday night against NorthCarolina
this team with 15.2points a game, first in the conState. \u25a0
By

Heights Staff

Women take third place
From Women's Beanpot, B8

regretted after the game.
In addition to BC's control of the puck on the
were only able to put four shots on net.
offensive end, the Eagles penalty-kill unit also
The final period was much more even. Northpropelled them to victory. BC was sent to the box
eastern came out very strong and challenged the six times throughout the game, but Northeastern
BC defense much more than it had in the first two was never able to take advantageof these miscues.
periods. At 14:09,this pressure provedprofitable for "We did a great today on the penaltykill. I'd like to
the Huskies. There werenumerousplayers from each try to keep out of thepenalty boxbut I thought we
team close to the net. KristiKehoe shotthepuck into
did a great job [when we were penalized],"said BC
this commotion, then Lindsay Berman redirected it coachKatie King.
left of the crease and Chelsey Jones pushed it past
The Eagles found some redemption in this vicgoaltenderMolly Schaus, making it a 2-1 game.
tory, as Northeasternhad won two of the last three
The Huskies had three power plays in the third contests between these clubs. King said, "I think
period that they were not able to take advantage just the fact that Northeastern beat us twice this
of. Their best chance came when Stack was sent off year [motivatedus] I guess [we were playing for
for cross-checking at 17:27. Northeastern set up a a littlebit ofpride]."
quality offensive strike but BC was able to handle
BC looks to carry this momentum into thehomeit. NU coach Laura Schuler elected not to pull her stretch of its season, which includes a home-andgoalie until the power play expired, a decision she home series with its rival, BU. \u25a0

...

GERRYBROOME / AP PHOTO

Biko Paris is one of many Eagles freshmen who has made an impact on Al Skinner's young team this season.
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RW. DeKlerk
Former South African President
and Nobel Peace Prize Winner
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LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Eagles will get set to continue with the regular season. They are currently in fifth place in the Hockey East.
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I Author of Make the Impossible Possible
Wednesday, March 12th, 2008
7pm, Murray Room, Yawkey Center

Father William J. Byron, SJ.
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Author of The Power of Prinicples: Ethics for the new
Corporate Culture
Monday, March 10th, 2008
7pm, McGuinn Hall 121

All events arefree and open to the public.
Visitwww.bc.edu/leadershipfor moreinformation.
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EDITOR?S

The Week Ahead
Will this finally be the week? NC
State and Virginia come to town,
and hopefully men'sbasketball can
pull one out. Women's basketball
travels down the coast toface No. 4
Maryland. Women's hockey plays a
Saturday-Sunday double-header.

The Heights

Standings

Recap from Last Week

Heights staff

14-4-2

JessicaIsner

13-5-2

David Amstutz

12-6-2
12-6-2

Ira Berman

B7

Tough week for women's basketball,
dropping games to Duke and NC
State. Men's basketball came close
to breaking its current losingstreak,
but narrowly fell to both Maryland
and Duke. Women's hockey fell to

No.2UNH,2-l.

Guest Editor:
David Givler
Asst. Photo Editor

"Ballin'."

BCnotes
Men?s and Women?s Track and Field
The men's indoor track team competed in the Boston
UniversityValentineInvitationalon Saturday against 21 other
colleges. The Eagles finished with six top-25 performances.
BC's top finish came from junior pole vaulter Ben Kocarnik,
who placed 15th with a jump of 4.35 meters. In the 3,000-meter run, juniors Tim Ritchie and James LaGreca placed
22nd and 23rd, respectively. FreshmanAndrew Maclsaacand
senior Joshua Springer participated in the 1,000-meterrun
and took23rd and24th place.
The women'sindoor track team competedin theNew Balance Collegiate Invitational this past weekend. Highlighting
the event was the 4xBoo-meterrelay team'sfirst-place finish.
The time places the team first on BC's all-time performance
list. The distance medley team placed third with an NCAA
provisionaltime of 11:20.54, the fastest time in theACC this
season.

This Week's Games

Jessica Isner
Sports Editor

DavidAmstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

David Givler
Asst. Photo Editor

Women's Basketball: Boston College at Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Men's Basketball:NC State vs. Boston College

NC state

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

Maine

BC

BC

Maine

Baylor

Texas

Texas

Texas

Men's Hockey: UMass-Lowell vs. Boston College
Women's Hockey: Boston College at Maine (Series)
NCAA men's basketball:Texas vs. Baylor

BC

Men?s Hockey
Juniorforward NathanGerbe was namedCo-Hockey East
Player of theWeek alongwith New Hampshire'sMike Radja.
In Eagle victories over BU and UMass, Gerbescored six points,
including three goals and three assists. Gerbe's highlight of
the week was his overtime goal to beat BU in the first round
of the Beanpot. This is thefourth time this season that Gerbe
has received this award.

Preparefor the madness that is the NCAA tourney
Brad Zak
All of us have secret nerdy obsessions that we
vigorously try to keep unknown until we reluctantly disclose the information to our friends, or a
therapist later in life. Some of us dress up and attendHarry Potter book openings, or fancy a game
of World ofWarcraft from time to time, or watch
old episodes ofStar Trek, or cheer for Minnesota
sports teams. There is a nerd inside everyone of
us that is always waiting desperatelyto be unleashed,and, when revealed, comes gushingto the
surface full of passion and enthusiasm. I hesitantly
admit that I am no different from everyone else.
Mykryptonite happens to be the NCAA
tournament, as everyMarch, the Madness takes
over my entire mind and soul. Just last year, my
12-year-oldbrother and I constructed a 65-page
binder that outlined every team in the tournament
field. On Selection Sunday, or as my brother and
I like to refer to it, Christmas, my birthday, and
the Fourth of July all wrapped into one, my closest
friends came over to look over the brackets and I
began to feel like a pre-teen boydescending upon
a freefall amusement park ride, full ofadrenaline
and anticipation.
Some may think this is all crazier than aBrit-

ney Spears buzz cut, but I think that collectionof
pages embodies everything that is beautiful with

the NCAA tournament.
TheNCAA tournament developsits aura from
its democraticand compellingplayoff system
that celebratesthe little guy just as much as the
juggernaut, in contrast to the monarchialBCS.
For every 2005 UNC there is a George Mason, for
every Coach X there is a Tom Brennan (the coach
who led Vermont to a win over defendingchampion Syracuse in 2005).
But most of all, the tournament is made
beautiful by the pure emotion. It's sad to think
that people our age are performing on the biggest
of stages so elegantlywhile we struggle through
our calculus homework. However, thepresence of
young athletes invigorates so muchraw emotion
into the game. They are not hardenedby years of
playing and chasing the almighty dollarand have
their wholelives ahead of them, yet they play
everygame as if it is their last.
Although it's onlyFebruary and our Eagles
will need a Flutie-sized miracleto makethe Big
Dance, it's never too early to guess what this
March will bring; well, at leastfor me it isn't.
Contenders
Memphis - They are undefeatedand have

played incrediblebasketballall season as they
have taken care of big-time conference opponents
as well as dispatching weakerConference USA
foes. As counterintuitive as it sounds, however,
I'd like to see them losebefore the tournament,
because they remind me so much of the 1991
University ofNevada-Las Vegas team thatwent
undefeatedall year but lost to Duke in the semifinals. The upcoming battle against the University
ofTennessee should shed some light on their
legitimacy as title contenders.Derrick Rose is a
truly dynamic point guard, andthe leadership of
Chris Douglas-Roberts is invaluable.
Kansas -When Kansas traveled up to the Hub,
they tore up the city worse than the Big Dig by
thrashing the Eagles 85-60. The Jayhawks have
stumbled lately in Big 12play with losses to Texas
andKansas State, and I wouldbe veryhesitant to
pick the Jayhawks to win it all after I got burned
picking them last year, when Bill Self yet again did
not live up to expectations. Their athletic big men
and team speed are hard to ignore, however, as
they feature great athletesfrom top to bottom.
Dark Horses
Tennessee - Yes, I know they are ranked in the
top five and are leadingthe SEC right now, but
I don't think many people outside ofthe NCAA

inner circles respect Volunteerbasketball as highly
as they doVolunteer football. The SEC is down
this year, andif they do slip up downthe stretch,

they probablywon'treceive a great seeding. They
came very close to knocking off Ohio State last
season, and improvedby addingTyler Smith
heading into this year's campaign. Chris Lofton is
the epitome of a clutch shooter whose senior leadership will be valued come tournament time.
Pittsburgh -The Panthers have been torn up
by injuries all season,yet are still very much in
the hunt for the Big East crown. Levance Fields
should be back for the Big East tournament that
could push theminto contention for a Final Four
berth.
Cinderella
UNC Asheville - You may know them as the
team thatfeaturesKenny George, or "the Manute
80l with meat." However, they do get very good
senior guardplay that gets lost in the shadow of
George, and with experienceagainst teams such as
UNC and Tennessee, and a win over South Carolina, it could translate into upsets in the tournament time.

Brad Zak is a freshman at Boston College. He can be
reached at sports@bcheights.com.

OT thriller well worth it This victory is forever
From Men's Beanpot, B8
goal of the game at the 1:21 mark when he took
skated around the
face-off circle, and beat Richter with a hard
shot. The tally was the center's ninth of the
year, and fourth point of the tournament. "He's
become one ofour key players as we go deep into
the run here," York said of the tournament MVP
after the game.
Minutes later, with the game tied at two, Petrecki realized his first opportunity at the 9:06
mark on an incredible individual effort.
The defenseman picked the puck up behind
center ice, carried it into the offensive zone,
and slid it past two Harvard defenders, before
beating Richter with a wicked shot for his first
career goal to give BC a 3-2 lead heading into
the second intermission.
BC continued to prove its depth in the third
frame. Following Rogers' power-play goal two
minutes into the period, Gannon stuffed home
anotherbeautiful Price pass just in front ofthe
Harvard net for his fourth goal of the year. The
tally gave the Eagles a 4-3 advantage. Thatlead
grew at the 10:22 mark, when fourth-line center
Matt Lombardi threw the puck in front of the
Crimson net, and right wing Andrew Orpik slid
it past Richter. Up 5-3 with less than 10 minutes
remaining, York later admitted, "I thought we
had it well under control."
Any control thatBC had quickly slipped away,
however, as Harvard responded seconds later
a puck fromthe right corner,

when forward Petrecki and a referee collided, By David Raymond
the win, it seemedlike the outcome was definitive
all along to him. To others, it might have looked as
allowing Crimson forward Jon Pelle to skate in Heights Staff
if the game was going to be a repeat of last year,
from the right circle androof a shot past Muse.
They don't erect statues on campus for winning when the Eagles outskated the Terriers for the last
Then, at the 15:36 mark, Taylor struck again
for Harvard on a deflection to tic the score at the Beanpot.They don'thold parades throughout period and a halfbut lost on a bang-bangplay on
5-5. "You've got to give unbelievable credit theMods for the victors. The game does not hold a a faceoff in overtime. Those outside of the Eagles
locker room might have expected the tragic fall
to Harvard, down two goals with less than 10 national television audience captive for the definminutes in the game. They just never gave up," ing moments and replays. And the games against that the senior class has succumbed to on numerHockey East rivals don't even count in the league ous occasions.
York said.
Fortunately,though, the dissenters were incorThe effort was not enough, though, as Eagles standings. Once you step out beyond 1-495, "Beancaptain Mike Brennan relayed after the game. pot" means nothingmore thana functional jug used rect, and Brennan's prophecy, although exclaimed
post-game, was achieved.
"Momentum swings quickly," he said concernfor cooking one of Boston's most famous foods.
Shaking off two goals in the last 10 minutes by
But for this team in Chestnut Hill, the Beanpot
ing the late rally. "We got together in the locker
Harvard, which dissipated a 5-3 lead, the Eagles
room shoulder to shoulder and said we were is bittersweet validation of years of being oh-soclose.
captured the Beanpot for the first time since 2004
going to go out and win the hockey game."
"It wasa great gamefor us," said senior captain with Nick Petrecki's overtime winner. Brennan and
That they did, seven minutes into the extra
Mike Brennan, "and you never knowwhenthiskind his senior classmatestook a moment to revel in the
period. With the Crimson caught in transition, Gannon skated towardthe right post, and of opportunity is going to come again." Take this glory that the Beanpot championship brought to
flipped a pass to Greene, who shot the puck on fromBrennan as gospel, as he certainlyknows best. them,if even for only a week, and even though they
goal. Richter made a strong save, but gave up a Brennan, along with the other four seniors on the have been expecting it for a while now.
rebound, which trickled into the slot perfectly team,has narrowly missedtitlesthatalways seemed
Boston College head coach Jerry Yorkframed
his team's Beanpot triumph in the context of the
for Petrecki, whofired a wrister into a wide-open to be within reach.
This, after all, is a senior class that had never season: "It was a significant win, but once you step
net. The defenseman's second career goal gave
BC the victory, and sent the entire team onto won theBeanpot. This is a senior class that lost to outside this arena, there are other aims."
center-ice for a wild post-game celebration.
Boston University in the finals the last two years
While two freshmen madethe final's headlines,
scoring four of the Eagles' six goals, the senior
and in the first round as freshmen.
Following the game,Petrecki took his unexThis is a senior class that finished second in leaderships and captaincy displayed during the
pected success in stride: "I think it was definitely a case of being in the right place at the the national championship each of the past two Beanpot should not be overlooked in the midst of
right time, and just following up on the play. I seasons. Sure, the two Hockey East tournament a tumultuous season.
As the team starts to hit its stride, the seniors
took a swing at it, closed my eyes, and luckily it titles were nice, but they have been littleconsolation for the other heartbreaking defeats.This is a will be the ones who will keep this team on track
went in," he said. "It's like a littlekid's dream, to
grow up in the Boston area, to get the overtime senior class that needed a win, and this was the throughout spring break and beyond.
"We got together in the locker room and stood
Beanpotfinal.
winner in the Beanpot." \u25a0
For Brennan, Pat Gannon, Matt Greene, Joe shoulderto shoulderandsaid weweregoing to come
Adams, and Dan Bertram, the dream of winning a out ofthis game with a win," Brennan said.
Regardless of the outcome of the season, this
Beanpot would not be unrequited. For those five,
senior class will not exclusively be remembered
nothing lessthan a win would suffice.
"I don't think there was a doubt in my mind for winning the Beanpot. But winning this game is
that we were going to come out there with a win," somethingthesefive will always remember,so these
Brennan said. Basking in the immediate glory of seniors have an extraordinaryvictory indeed. \u25a0

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mailsports@bcheights.com
with any questions orconcerns.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Freshman Brian Gibbons lets loose on his first goal of the night. He tallied two goals and was named Beanpot MVR
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Bringing home the hardware

Numbers to Know

4
Number of goals scored by
freshmen in men's hockey's
victory over Harvard on Monday.

7:07
Minutes left in overtime when
NickPetrecki scoredthe gamewinning goal in Monday's
Beanpot.

8:51.84
Time of the women's 4xBoo
first-place finish at the New
Balance Collegiate Invitational this past weekend.

9

Double-doubles recorded by
women's basketball freshman
forward Stefanie Murphy this
season.

Talk of the Heights
"I think it was
definitely a case of
being in the right
place at the right time,
and just following up
on the play. I took a
swing at it, closed
my eyes, and luckily
it went in. It's like a

little kid's dream,

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Teammates pile onto freshman defenseman Nick Petrecki in celebration of his game-winning goal with 7:07 left in overtime. Petrecki's goal was his second of the game and his career.

Eagles win first
Beanpot title since
2004
By David Amstutz

Assoc. Sports Editor

BOSTON, Mass.? WhenBoston College

to grow up in the
Boston area, to get the
overtime winner in the

lost several players to dismissals and
injuries earlier this season, head coach
Jerry York never panicked. He knew
that other players would step up and
help the Eaglesreload, and not rebuild.

On Monday night, his confidence came
to fruition when several unsung heroes
steppedup for the Eagles in the Beanpot
championship.
BrianGibbonsandNick Petrecki, two
freshman playerswho arrived at BC this
fall with unknown expectations, scored
two goals apiece to lead the Eagles to a
thrilling, 6-5 overtime victory over Harvard. Their play highlighteda game that
saw several Eagles rise to the occasion
and secure theBeanpot.
"We can't be successful with just
one or two guys scoring goals," York
said when reminded that BC won for

the first time all season without either Kyle Richter stick-side to give BC a
NathanGerbe or JoeWhitneyregistering
1-0 lead. Despite the score, BC could
a point. "We have to get contributions not hold onto the early momentum as
from a lot of people," he added, noting Harvard captain Mike Taylor scored his
the efforts of the freshman forward Pat sixth goal of the year off of a rip from
Gannon.
the right faceoff circle. Moments later,
Gannon and linematesMatt Greene the Crimson struck again when forward
and Matt Price spearheaded an offenMattMcCollem picked up a BC turnover,
sive attack that jumped out of the gate skated in, and lifted a wrist shot past
quickly. Less than four minutes into the Eaglesgoaltender John Muse.
game, Gannon skated down the right
Down 2-1 after one period, BC once
wing and passed the puck to Price, who again came out ofthelocker room with a
fired apass across ice to Gibbons in front joltof energy. Gibbons pottedhis second
of an open net. The rookie's shot from
See Men's Beanpot, B6
the left slot beat Harvard goaltender

Beanpot."

Third place goes to defending champs

?Nick Petrecki,
Eagles defenseman on

his Beanpot-winning
goal

By Brian Winne

Heights

Staff

BOSTON, Mass.? After a frustrating

(^689°^
Standings
As of Feb. 6
New Hampshire
Boston College
Providence
Northeastern
Boston University
Vermont
UMass-Lowell
Massachusetts
Maine
Merrimack

Overall
14-4-1
9-4-6
10-6-3
10-7-2
8-8-3
7-7-5
7-8-4
5-9-5
4-12-3
4-13-2

Game to Watch
Women's Basketball

loss to Boston University last week in
the firstround of the Beanpot, the Boston College women's hockey team put
together apowerfulperformance against
Northeastern on Tuesday evening. The
EaglespoundedHusky goaltenderLeah
Sulyma with 41 shots en route to a 2-1
victory in the consolation game of the
annual tournament at BU's Walter
Brown Arena.
Despite the slight margin of victory,
BC dominated the hockey game, especially the first two periods. The Eagles
kept the puck in the offensive zone for
prolongedperiods of time, putting tremendous pressure on Sulyma and the
Northeastern defense.
BC's two goals came in thefirst period. Sophomore Allie Thunstrom opened
the scoring at 8:47, taking a pass from
Shannon Webster and firing a shot past
the freshman netminder from between
the faceoff circles. This culminated in
a strong offensive strike right out of the
gate for theEagles.
The Eagles continuedto put pressure
on Northeastern throughout the period
but would again have to wait until the
final secondsofthe opening frame to see

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Kelli Stack scored the second and final goal of the game with 11 seconds left in the first period to lead BC past Northeastern.
the fruits oftheir labor. At 19:46, sophomore Kelli Stack had a great scoring opportunity, but Sulyma made an amazing
save.BC, however, was notready to head
to locker room just yet. CenterLauren
Wiedmeierwon the ensuing faceoff, then
Deb Spillanepassed the puck to Stack,
who lit the lamp this time to give BC a
2-0 edge going into the second intermis-

goal was satisfying for Stack,
who said after the game, "It was kind of
payback because I knew that shotbefore
it should have gone in."
The second period was also clearly
dominated by BC. The Eagles had numerous scoring opportunities in front of
the net but were not able to score. They
peppered the Husky cage with 19 shots,
sion. The

five of which came from Spillane, who
led the offensivestrike.
Northeastern was unable to mount
any significant offensive production in
theperiod. The Huskies had two power
plays, which BC killed with ease, and

See Women's Beanpot, B6

WOMEN?S BASKETBALL

Eagles falter against the Pack in pink
By

.

.

.
Boston
vs. Maryland
College
A

_.

The Eagles travel down to Maryland to
playthe No. 4 Terrapins. With Maryland
rankedsecond in the ACC, an Eagles victory wouldcertainly be an upset.
Thursday, 7 p.m. at Maryland

Nick Lessin

Heights Staff
On Monday night in front of a very
pinkReynolds Coliseumin Raleigh, N.C.,
the Boston College women'sbasketball
fell to the 15-9 NC State Wolfpack, 60-41. BC came out strong, jumping outto
a 6-2 lead in the first five minutes, and
it looked as if the Eagles were planning
on handing NC State another loss this
year. Earlier in the season, BC beat NC
State 60-59. But the game began to go

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

the Wolfpack's way after a 10-0 run to
end the half, giving the Pack a ninepoint lead.
The second half was more of the
same thing. In the first, Shayla Fields
scored 13 points and finished the game
strong with24. BC was lead by freshman
center Carolyn Swords who dominated
downlow, putting in 15points and grabbing nine boards. BC also got a strong
performance from Swords's freshman
teammate Stefanie Murphy, who had
a double-double with 11 points and 11

Basketball prepares to battle

NC State comes to town today to face off
against a strugglingEagle squad. B6

boards.
her team's participation in the Hoops
BC was hurt byturnovers, and a great for Hope basketball game. Vow, being
deal ofNC State's points came offBC's a breast cancer survivor, gave a moving speech before the game, and during
season-high30 turnovers.
The Pack donned pink uniforms with halftime, breast cancer survivorsformed
the name of their coach, "Vow," on the aribbon on center court. The game drew
back of them. The pink jerseys were a crowd of 7,589, up from the 3,216 that
specially made by Nike and were worn attended the match-up earlier in the
season.
for "Think Pink" week in women's colThe Eagles, now 5-4 in conference
lege basketball.
Before thegame,coach Kay Vow was play and 17-7 overall, face the No. 4
Maryland Terrapins on Thursday night
given a $10,000 check from two University ofTennesseebasketballcoachesfor in Conte Forum. \u25a0

March Madness
The highly anticipated NCAA basketball tournament is
soon upon us. Are youready? B7

Editor's Picks
BC Notes

B7
B7
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theScene

Still Thrilling
After 25 Years

I,

\«

Michael Jackson's
\|
masterpiece is reissued

and re-celebrated

Innocence is
'Gone Baby Gone'

Ben Affleck's directorial
debut drops to DVD

DefintlyCharming
dishes on his
'Definitely, Maybe'
RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

News & Notes

A Second Opinion
Sunday brought a milestone in the music industry - the 50th
anniversary of the Grammy Awards. For the celebration, the music
industry's divas pulled out all the stops. Here's my recap of those
who hit and those who missed, excludingTina Turner, because who
really could top the 68-year-oldlegend?
Carrie Underwood gave the night its first high-paced number,
performing the Song of the Year nominee, "Before He Cheats."
Joseph Neese |
Underwood,known for her live performances fromAmerican Idol,
upped the ante for her song, choosing to perform it with an urban edge. She descendedfrom a
large, black staircase clad in an all-black ensemble, much ofwhich was leather. Accompanied
with gaudy jewelry and a killer hairstyle, Underwoodlooked dashingly sexy, like a rock star.
Unfortunately, while generallystrong, her vocals suffered in the hoop-la,soundingpitchy.
Next came Rihanna, who performed a medley ofher chart-topping singles "Umbrella" and
"Don't Stop the Music." Althougha beauty queen herself with her stunning legs, she made the
unwise decision to wrapherself in what appearedto be a deadfemale peacock. Whilethe vocals
in "Umbrella" were weak as expected, she recovered quite impressively in "Music," giving a
beautiful liveperformance with heryoung, substance-free voice. Still, the number was gravely
boring due to the lack of movement from its star. Known for the unforgettablechoreographyin
her award-winning "Umbrella"video, Rihanna failed to deliver any moves except for awkward
arm thrusts, even thoughsurrounded by an army of prop-cladbackup dancers.
Aside from Turner, the other A-worthyperformer ofthe night was AliciaKeys.Keys started
the show with a duet of "Singing the Blues" with the late Frank Sinatraon piano. Herhair was
up, and she worean elegantfloor-length emeraldgreen dress, which showed offher wonderful
assets. She later brought downthe house with a pitch-perfect renditionof herGrammy-winning
single, "No One," perhaps better than the one on the record. Accompaniedby John Mayer on
an electric guitar solo, Keys was freely dancing around the stage, revealing a slimmer, toned
body than in her VMA debut.
Despite choosing an excess of performances over passing out awards, the Grammys
had a killer 50th birthday. Here's to 50 more.

The Calendar
Sunday

Thursday
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Somerville Theatre

BOSTON COLLEGE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Gasson Hall

CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
Paradise Lounge

DARKBUSTERS
Harpers Ferry

Friday
Monday

CITIZEN COPE
Orpheum Theatre

DANIEL TOSH
Berklee Performance Center

ARTS & REVIEW MEETING
Eagle's Nest

OPEN MIC NIGHT
The Chocolate Bar

FOO FIGHTERS
DCU Center

[ VIDEO GAME NIGHT

Tuesday

O'Connell House

Saturday

THE BRAVERY
Paradise Rock Club

PAT MCGEE BAND
Harpers Ferry

NEW YORK DOLLS
Paradise Rock Club

Wednesday

CCE IMPROV SHOW
AND DATING AUCTION
Carney's Dining Hall

thThreougMThomson
weGiapmvin

DANIEL JOHNSTON
Roxy

EditorsO
? bsessions
MichelleKaczmarek,
Asst. Features Editor
The new single "SeeYou Again," byMiley

Cyrus (alias:Hannah Montana) is theperfect
danceanthemto play at a party or to add to that
workoutplaylist. At therisk ofsounding like a
12-year-oldDisney Channel addict, thisinfectious song is more than a guilty pleasure.

.

Brynne Lee, Asst. Layout Editor
What a feeling it isknowing wecan finally
kick backandrelax Scranton style, when Jim,
Pam, Dwight, andthe rest ofthe crew ofThe
Office return later this spring. Who doesn't
love Michael Scott's inappropriatejokesand
Jim and Pam's pranks?

Trish Daly, Assoc. Copy Editor
Hilarious and highly addictive, Flight
of the Conchords chronicles the exploits
and ridiculous songs of Jemaine and Bret,
expatriates from New Zealand struggling
to make it as a two-man band in New York
City with only their one obsessive fan and
quixotic managerfor support.
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As today is Valentine's Day, we will focus on Brady was kept out of the deliveryroom. Harris
couples. But it wouldn't be fun if all the gossip says,"lt was the most amazing experience ever,
was about happy couples, now would it? In the ever." Harris refers to her son as "Little John,"
newest issue of W magazine, Ryan Phillippe but Moynahanis quick to remind him the "he's
speaks out on his divorce from Reese Wither- not so little" anymore. The most awkwardpart of
spoon. The actor calls the divorce "the darkest, the brief conversation came when Harris asked
saddest place I have ever been." For Phillippe, what the most difficult part of pregnancy was.
there were "four or five months of not being Moynahan sarcastically responded, "You know
able to get out ofbed." He says that the process whatthe most difficultthing about thepregnancy
obviously was not easy, but it gets less sad with was." Moynahan changes the topic by stating that
each passing day. Unlike most celebs, Phillippe she didn'thave any morningsickness, nausea, and
understands the constant public speculation surdidn't gainany weight besides the big belly.
After this Sunday's Grammy Awards,
rounding both his marriage and divorce. People
want answers, but "sometimesthey wouldn'tbe
rumors began circulating that Fergie was
happy" with them.Amidreports of cheating,
expecting with fiancee Josh Duhamel.
the reason for the breakup was "far more
The singer's mom, Terri Ferguson,
called into Ryan Seacrest's radio show
complicated and far less interesting than
it's made out to be." Phillippe directly
Tuesday morning after the New York
answered questions addressing the
Post published the gossip. Terri
rumor that the relationship ended
vehemently denies the pregnancy.
because of an affair with acShe notes it is a ridiculous rumor
tress Abbie Cornish: "ft was
as her daughter is "skinny, skinny,
unfair I had difficulties
skinny." The Post's item also said
thatFergie was goingto move up
long before 1 ever met
her."
her wedding to beat the impendOne of the corners of
ing arrival,but Mom nixed this
rumor as well. They "haven't
my favorite relationship
met with a wedding planner
triangle is speaking out on
YouTube. Bridget Moynayet." She feels thatthe couple should remain engaged
han made a guest appearance on a Web clip with
for a while; they are getting
friend Sam Harris, a former
married because they are in
OF
champion of Star Search.
love, Terri stresses, not because
they are pregnant. Well, it would
Harris was the birthingpartner
for Moynahanin August. As we
be plausible. That seems to be the
all remember, ex-boyfriendTom
thing to do these days.
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TV

What We?re Watching
JaNeeAllen
For The Heights
By

In the spirit ofValentine's Day, why not see
old rich people get hooked up? This is a reality
show that answers the question, "Can money
buy you love?" With some of Patti's (aka the
"matchmaker's") clients, you never can tell,
but it's always funny seeing her reactions. So
if you're lacking a sweetie this Valentine's
Day, you can at least take solace in the fact that
you're not a millionaire who's still unable to
find love on your own. Tune in Tuesdays at 10
p.m. on Bravo.
Randy Jackson Presents America's
*y
A
BestDance
Crew. It'sAmericanIdol, but
I
with dancing. Check it out on Thursdays
at 10p.m. on MTV.
Jericho: We all like an underdog
OF
story, and what's betteti than a show
that was canceled but the fans wdre
able to bring back? It's worth a look/on
Tuesdays at 10p.m. on CBV>.
/
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Beginning of the end BC TUBE

A

collectivesighspanned the country on Monday as people heard
the news. If you listened really
hard, you probablyheard at least
one cheer on campus. The shrill indication of
merriment was coming from my room, as I
watched Ryan Seacrest on El News proudly
proclaim the virtual end of the writer's strike
as if the next American Idol had just been
crowned. Although the details are still being
ironed out, the writers are ready to trade their picket signs in for their laptops after more
than three months ofrest. And while new programming still will not return until April or
thereabouts, we can see the light at the end ofthe tunnel. So as a homage to the writers, in
a shameful David Letterman rip off, I now give you the top three things to look forward
to now that the strike is over. Enjoy.
3. The Return of the new shows - Forgotten about shows like Private Practice and
Chuck? Neither have I, and trust me, 1 tried to forget aboutPrivate Practice. The shows
that premieredin the fall season probably tookthe biggest hit in the dark agesof the strike.
But three months is not enough time to forget about the truly great television that shows
like Pushing Daisies gave us. And for those of you who missed the fall season? Youhave
until April to catch up online.
2. The healing of Grey s Anatomy - When we last left, SeattleGrace was goingthrough
a bit of a crisis - creatively that is. The show seemed to have hit a wall, lacking the originality and biting wit that took the drama to the top of the ratings. Hopefully the writers
watchedthis season's debaclesunfold during theirtimeoff andfound the perfect solution to
Meredith's perpetualwhining. MaybeKate Walsh can evenreturn to the ensemble, thereby
killing two birds with one stone?
1. The80thAnnual AcademyAwards-1 would
like to personally thank the Academy for turning
80 this year. Any other year and the writersmay
still be marching outside of the studios of Hollywood. The producers must have come to the
realization that nobody would have crossed the
picket lines had the strike continued - and zero
actors on the red carpet meant zero ratings. Here's
hopingthe scribesthought of somezingers for Jon
Stewartto throw at the industry as areward for the
patient viewers who sat through three months of
Donald Trump and American Gladiators.

AmericIan dolatry

judgeslikedKyle anyway. LaterKyle sang
"Raise Me Up" for his final audition before
the judgesand made it through, only to be
denied the next night. I usually root for
nerds, because I see myself in them, but
this was a good callby the judges.
There is a great number of talented
peoplebringing different sounds this seaOF
son. Josiah Leming,lB, sings in a special
accent and his funky style shined in his
first song, "GraceKelly." But in his second
song, "Stand By Me," overconfidence got
the better of him, and on the latest round
with Guest EditorTue Tran
of cuts, the judges decided that it was his
Unlike most people who watchonly to time to leave. His sound was refreshingly
enjoy the bad auditions, I felt a flutter of new, but he didn'thave enough stabilityin
excitementrealizing that this week would his performances.
David Archuleta, 16, sang "Heaven,"
be Hollywood week. This is when I start
becoming invested in certain people, and had a mature quality in his voice,
rooting for them until thebitter end. Once while some boys' voices are still cracking
again, there is as much crying as in a at that age. David made it through all the
Barbara Walters's special, as the losers go judgments and his destiny will be in the
from the high of getting to Hollywood,to hands ofAmerica next week.
a ticket back to reality.
Amanda Overmyer, deemedthe "rock
The 164 contestants that were still in n' roll nurse" by Randy, also made it all the
pursuit oftheir Idol dreams were allowedto way through to the top 24, with her unique
sing with an instrument. Those thatdidn't style reminiscent of Janis Joplin. Hopemake it were given a second chance. At fully, the show's hairstylist will work his
the end of the first night, 50 were left and or her magic and make Amanda's hair less
the judgeswere forced to whittle down the like a combination ofStorm and Rogue's
number to 24.
hair from X-Men.
Kyle Ensley, who wants to be president
There is a great number of amazing
someday, sang "Love Grows (Where My singers this timearound. But the question
Rosemary Goes)" and soundedfitterfor the remains: Will the American Idol of this
Broadway stage. Simon is harsh on people year be marketable? Frompast seasons, it is
like him, and this season is no exception. apparent thatAmericansare careless while
But Simon stormedoffwhen the other two voting andcautious while buying.

AMERICNDQL.O

C|WTOUORTETSYO

CLOSE-UP
images

Michael C.
Hall in Dexter

gqogle
of

.:r

with JeffWallace
For those ofyou lucky enoughto have a subscription to Showtime, chances are you have
alreadybeen insidethe mind ofDexter Morgan. In Dexter, Michael C. Hall plays a Miami
PoliceDepartmentblood-spatterspecialist, who lowershis mask at night and transformsinto
a serial killer. Adoptedby a cop and groomed to kill only those who have slipped through
justice's grip, Dexter, who has an affinity for blood, comes across as a tragic hero. The first
season is set to premiere Sunday night at 10 p.m. on CBS, which marks the first time that
a major network has decided to air an entire season of a premium cable drama. Although
Dexter has had cult-like success in the commercial-free, anything-goes environment of
Showtime, it willbe interestingto see how CBS trims these 12 episodes to fit uptight network
demands. Regardless of the editing, as the television world suffers in the aftermath of the
writer'sstrike, DexteFs incredible wit and unwaveringpersonality will win overprimetime
viewers everywhere.
THURSDAY, FEBURARY 14, 2008 the SCENE
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Music relic still a ?Thriller? at 25
By

Chris

Songs
1."Low"

Dewey

Heights Staff
The year 1982 was a good one for Michael
Jackson. There were no allegations of child
molestationplaguinghim, nor was there news
coverage of him dangling babies off a hotel
balcony. He hadn't undergone
(too much) plastic surgery yet,
and his complexionwas still representative of his true ethnicity.
In 1982, Michael Jacksonbecame
the biggest phenomenon in the
music industry since the Beatles
by releasing what has become
the best-selling album of original
material ofall time.
Thriller is debatably one of the most
of
important and influential albums ever. It
was Jackson's sixth album as a solo artist
and remained on the Billboard charts for 80
weeks, 37 of them at the No. 1 spot. It also Startin' Somethin'"kicks off the album with a album. Thesong, a slow ballad, is actuallyquite
markedhis second collaboration with famed six-minute burst ofenergy that sets a precedent listenable but would not have held its own on
producer Quincy Jones. Before its reign was for everything that follows. Other disco-infused such a monumental album.
over, Thriller had collected eight Grammy tunes like "Baby Be Mine" and "P.Y.T (Pretty
The re-release also includesa DVD containawardsandhadreleased seven ofits nine songs Young Thing)" managedto keep the albumfun ing the music videos for "Billie Jean," "Beat
as successful singles. To celebratethis historic and upbeat. Even "The Girl is Mine," a sappy It,"and "Thriller," the 14-minute mini-film
accomplishment, Epic Records has released a duet with Paul McCartney, is well written and that became a staple on MTV. This trio of
can be enjoyed on a guilty-pleasure level.
colorbarrier-breaking videos is rounded out by
25th Anniversary Deluxe edition of Thriller.
The deluxe edition of Thriller contains six Jackson's Emmy-winning live performance at
Though some fans contendthat Offthe Wall,
the album that preceded Thriller, is Jackson's previously unreleased tracks, plus a hidden re- the Motown 25th Anniversary Special, where
crowning gem, there is no denying that the mix ofthe song "Thriller."Five of thetracks are he put his groundbreaking"moonwalk" dance
most important songs in his discography are remixes
on display.
Listening to
found here. "Billie Jean," the first single off the that feaill; /? ,\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0
a
8 Thriller in 2008 realbum, sounds as goodtoday as it did 25 years ture modminds music fans
ago. Its string arrangement and pulsing beat ern artists
make it one of the greatest dance songs of the Will.i.am.,
of all ages of a time
1980s. Jackson isable to show off the eclectic Ako n ,
when albums as an
entire product were
nature ofhis song cataloguewith "Beat It,"a Kanye
rock track marked by anti-violence lyrics and a West, and Fergie. The two songs
an .-important entjiy. Collectively, the songs
other fotind on this album are some of the best-writblistering guitar soloby Eddie Van Halen.The i.am are decent dance tracks, but all
trilogy of well-remembered hits is completed artists fail to bring any newbloodto the original ten R&B tracks of all time. In spite of all the
by the title track, an ode to horror films of the songs, which sound better untouched. Kanye negative mediaattentionMichael Jackson has
past. Famous genre actor Vincent Price lends a turns "Billie Jean" into a plodding track that received in the past decade, it is tough to deny
voiceover to the song, adding an extra dimentakes away from what was already an incred- that the man is a musical genius whose apsion of atmosphere to the sound.
ible beat, while Fergie actually makes "BeatIt" peal to multiple genres of music has not since
Theremainder ofthe album is not overshaddifficult to sit through. Listeners are also given been matched. Original album: A; Unreleased
owed by these megahits,however. "Wanna Be "For All Time," an outtake from the original Tracks: C+

last.fm
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Flo Ridaft. T-Pain
2. "With You"
Chris Brown
3. "Don't Stop The Music"
Rihanna
4. "Apologize"
Timbalandft. One...
5. "No One"
Alicia Keys
Albums
1. As I Am

Alicia Keys
2. Juno
Soundtrack
3. Bedlam In Goliath

MarsVolta

4. Scream Aim Fire
Bullet For My Valentine
5.2008 Grammy Nominees
Various Artists

In Stores

Feb. 19
Mike Doughty
Golden Delicious

"Michael lacktfoh became
the
,
J!
*

Mind
ON
Music
with Nicole Wong

There are few things that would justifydriving to Newark, N.J., on a Sunday afternoon,
only to return to Boston that same night. But
traveling eight hours through blizzards and
rain, in my opinion, was only a small price to
pay for the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
see the most successful girl pop group in the
4

.
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history of all time. That's right, Scary, Baby,
Ginger, Posh, and Sporty, all together on one
stage, and 1 was there in the audience, reverted
back to my fourth-grade self, and having, like,
the bestesttime ever.
The Spice Girls are epic, and the concert
experiencesurpassed all of my expectations.
The songs themselves bring back memories
of stickered lunchboxes and Lisa Frank Trapper Keepers; however, the concert itself was
surprisingly fresh, with just the right mix of
nostalgia.
The songs: You forget how many No. 1 hits
the Spice Girls had. They even sounded good
and looked great for the entire two-hourshow.
Plus, there are few shows in which everyone
knows at least 90 percent of the lyrics. It was a

glitteryspectacle ofcolored lights, confetti and
smoke, feathers, and chains.
The outfits: They must have changed at least
10 times, but the show transitioned smoothly
thanks to talented breakdancersfillingthe time
in between. The outfits werea '90s throwback,
yet updated and hip, all designed by Roberto
Cavalli. Even Ginger'siconic Union Jack dress
and Scary's leopard-print one-piece made an
appearance.
Thecrowd: A stadium completelypacked of
screaminggirls (and a few males, too), ranging
from 11 to 25 yearsold. Fans dressedup in platform shoes, pigtails, colored tights, mini-skirts,
and S5O T-shirts from the merchandise tables.
This was Spiceworld.
Solo performances: I appreciated the honest

ATO Records

Roy Dawes
Working Man's

Cafe

New West Records

ALL ALBUM COVERSCOURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

acknowledgement of their solo careers. Mcl
C. performed "I Turn to You," Geri sang her
remake of "It's Raining Men," and Posh,
well, she just strutted sexily down the stage.
It's weird how she has become the crowd
favorite, thanks to hubby, David Beckham,
who was also in attendance.There were also
a few songs from when Ginger had left the
group, which was kind ofawkward.
Sentimental moments: During "Mama,"
they showedpictures ofthemselves with their
moms, and theirkids. Scary even brought her
baby on stage during the song.
Friendship, laughs, and girl power: so
cheesy, but justso good. And everyonehad a
good time. It was everything you could ever
want, whatyou really,really want.

As I'm writing this sentence, quiteLollapalooza yet.
The Bonnaroo Music and Arts
The beauty of Bonnaroo is
Festival is only 120 days, six thatthe experiencedoesnot hinge
hours, and 28 minutes away. In upon any three performances
its seventh year, this year's lineup - something that I only could
is as eclectic as ever, a distant cry truly appreciate after attending last
from Bonnaroo'sstrictly jam-band year's festival. Though last year's
roots. Led Zeppelin rumors may mesmerizing headlining set by
have been squashed quickly, but, Tool will forever be etched in my
for better or for worse, the rumors skull, the true spirit ofBonnaroo is
of a Metallica headliner proved felt under the magnifying heat of
to be true. In addition to Metalthe Tennessee sun, and is also felt
lica, Pearl Jam and Jack Johnson in the wee hours of the morning
were also given headlining spots. when the music perseveres well
Critics, especially those who side past the limitsofthe human body.
with the jam-bandscene, have dis- During the day, as the pervasive
missed Bonnaroo as a "sell-out." dust comes to life and seeps into
Instead, I see this recent trend as your already miserable pores, upa warranted expansion - one to wardsoffive bands willperform at
meet a growing demand for good, once, begging you to divide your
"truthful" music. Bonnaroo is not timebetween stages. For example,

Off the Record
with Jeff Wallace

last year when I missed out on Ben
Harper to catch eccentric rockers
Ween, only a few hours later at
Gov't Mule I discoveredthat John
Paul Jones from Led Zeppelin
joinedHarper for an epic version
of"DazedandConfused."Before I
could even console myself, Jones,
perhaps answering my prayers,
grabbeda bass and joinedMule for
an epic run of Zeppelin numbers
- even adding silky keystrokes on
a mystic version of "No Quarter."
Mule's set pushed on until 4 a.m.
and to be honest, having seen Mule
before, I was not entirely excited to
see the show in the first place. But
then again, I almost skipped Tool
to take a nap.
The beautyof Bonnaroo is that
the experienceis highly personal

and very much organic. Nothing
needs to be planned; rather everything happens on its own time
backed by a unique soundtrack.
I am excited about the prospect
of seeing Metallica for the first
time and Pearl Jam for the fifth,
but what truly appeals to me is
the pleasant thought of getting
caught off guard by any number
ofrandom bands.
While the music only lasts for
four days, I have found that the
memories that truly count are the
quirkyby-chance encounters -the
typeof stuff that lead one to question whether a higher power had
some involvement. Each person
experiences his own Bonnaroo,
which is something thatany lineup
ofbands cannot explain.

Vampire Weekend at home in Boston
By Zak Jason
For the Heights
Vampire Weekend provided
not only a catchy dancing set, but
a brisk sail across theAtlantic. On
Saturday the Afro-Pop buzz band
- a quirky quartet of Columbia
grads - performed a stellar, succinct set at the Museum of Fine
Arts, a small venue with clean,
full acoustics, like a polishedhigh
school auditorium. While they
hopped on and off the stage in less
than 50 minutes, Vampire Weekend kept the crowd bopping along
through their entire singsong selftitled album (which was released
last month), rife with thumping

Afro drums, ska guitar, poppy keyboardandviolin chords, and squealing chants. Amid the crowd'scheers
for thefamiliar songs, they playeda
track they have alreadyrecorded for
theirsophomore album.Also, frontman Ezra Koenig, whose Beatles
hair resembles that of comedian
Demetri Martin, engaged theBoston
crowd as he proclaimed his love

for the "historic port city," between
the songs "Girls of Cambridge" (in
which he bellows "I've had dreams
of Boston all my life") and "Cape
Cod Kwassa Kwassa" (which Rolling Stone dubbed one of last year's
best songs). Over a month ago the
Fine Arts show sold out, along

with other venuesacross the globe,
which wasfostered by the success of
their debut album, surging into the
Billboard Top 20 in its first week.
Not bad for a band named after the
singer's blog post, that played at
campus literary societies less than a
year ago. What's the buzz? Beyond
their intoxicatingblend of reggae,
pop, and tribal music, Vampire
Weekend's appeal is in the escape
they provide.
Their music cruises you across
the ocean, from Boston, around
Cape Cod, into New York, and
around the Caribbean and Africa. With melodiesthat sample the
maritime tunes of The Life Aquatic,

Single

CD
Widespread
Panic:
Free Somehow

OF

like "Mansard Roof and "M79,"
meshed with nautical images and
African drums, Vampire Weekend
creates a world of their own and
splashes you into it. In the frigid

Video
Gnarls Barkley
"Run"
Atlantic Records

Widespread Records

FLIKR.COM
COURTESY

bite of February in Boston, college

kids sailed far away from theblandness of Natty Light and beer pong
and basked in the warm waters of
Vampire Weekend. A-

Video

Jack Johnson
"If I Had Eyes"

Bruce

Springteen
"Girls in their
Summer Clothes"

Dir.The Malloys

Dir. Mark Pellington

Having easily the most accessible
sound that can possibly fall under the
jam-band umbrella, Widespread Panic
has spent the better halfof the last two
decades on the road with its dedicated
following.Panic'slOthstudio effort, Free
Somehow, liberatesPanic from the jamband genre with a batch ofcatchy, wellorchestrated tunes. Ifthat is not enough,
lead guitarist Jimmy Herring drives this
effort with his punchy tone. B

Download This:"Boom Boom Boom"

Soul vocalist Cee-Lo and production whiz Danger Mouse may be an
odd couple, which is fittingly the title of
their forthcoming sophomore album, to
be released in April. "Run," which was
recently leaked on the Internet, picks up
right where St. Elsewhere left off with its
vintage productionvalues and danceable
stomp-like shuffle. Cee-Lo's vocals do
not soar as they did in "Crazy;" instead,
Danger Mouse sets a brisk groove thatis
matched by Cee-Lo's raw cries. B+

These dismalwinterdays leave the averageBoston College student longingfor
beach umbrellas and the smell of suntan
lotion. Celebratethis desire by watching
Bruce Springsteen's newest music video,
"Girls in their Summer Clothes." The
video was shot in the fog of the early
morning, on a desolatebeach that is just
screaming for peopleto lie on it. The sand
is perhapshomage to Springsteen's Jersey
shore roots, one of the biggest influences
in all ofhis music. A-

All right, JackJohnson. We get it. You
are too mellowfor themodern-day musicvideo gimmicks. You are too mellowfor
a small plot line in said music video. But
now you are too mellowfor coloras well?
In the black and white video "If I Had
Eyes," Johnson stoically stands in front
of the camera and jams with his backup
band. Jack, do your fans a favor and sell
out just a little bit, if only for their viewing
pleasure. D

ALL ALBUM COVERPHOTOS COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM
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By Blair

most people say that working with children can be a chal-

After flying into Boston from the umpteenth leg of a
press tour, the prospect of sitting in a conference room at the
Ritz-Carlton should seem bleak at best. Look outside and see
the rain driving onto the pavement in buckets, and the picture does not get any brighter. But these trivial things did not
dampen the mood of actor Ryan Reynolds as he sat down to
talk about his new movie, Definitely, Maybe.
At first glance, it might be hard to take Reynolds seriously. His dashing good looks and undeniable charm would
make even the bitterest of women blush. But upon further examination, it seems that Reynolds is actually what every actor
claims to be - down to earth.
Breaking into the business at the young age of 13,
Reynolds auditioned for Nickelodeon in order to get out ofthe
house, where he was a moving target for his four older brothers.
Now 31, he is finally on the verge of a major breakthrough.
Sure, any true college student knows Ryan from his stint as
the ultimate partier and title character of Van Wilder. And of
course television aficionados should recognize him from the
aptly titled sitcom Two Guys, a Girl, and a Pizza Place, which
ran for four seasons. Reynolds has taken on so many different
roles that even he has a hard time keeping track, admitting the
wonderment he felt after reading his IMDB profile one day. But
in the adorable romantic comedy Definitely, Maybe, Reynolds
finally demonstrates his strong appeal as a leading man.
The romantic comedy is a definite departure from
Reynolds's past roles in raunchy comedies and sci-fi thrillers.
But Definitely, Maybe is not just any romantic comedy, and
Ryan is quick to point this out. From the capable hands of the
makers ofNotting Hill and Love Actually, the story is a twist on
the traditional romantic comedy. The film follows Will Hayes
(Reynolds) as he tells his daughter the story of his love life so
she can decipher which of his three past loves is her mother.
Reynolds said that he was drawn to this script because of its
departure from the tired formula, and when asked about the
producers' secret to romance, Reynolds said that they have a
"real handle on irony," and are "unorthodox in an exhausted
genre." This allowed Ryan to go to places in his acting that he
had never been to before - especially since he appears in every
single scene of the film. In fact, he revealed that he took the
role because he felt it was something Jimmy Stewart would do,
which scared him just enough to jump on the opportunity.
One of the stretches Reynolds had to make was portraying a father. His fictional daughter, Maya, is played by the
pint-sized Oscar-nominated actress Abigail Breslin. Although

lenge, the chemistry apparently clicked withBreslin instantly.
Reynolds had the utmost respect for the girl, likening her to a
small Dame Judi Dench and describing her as a "wonderful
actor in pygmy shape."
Instead ofthe usual two girls and one guy formula that
romantic comedies usually employ, Reynolds's character Will
Hayes actually finds himselfin love with three women. The
film chronicles Hayes's love life from 1992 to the present
day, when he is getting set to divorce Maya's mother. It forces
the audience to not only answer the question of who Will is
going to end up with in the end, but who Maya's mother is.
That unusual take is what sucked Reynolds into the project,
as he could not even predict who the mother was as he read
through the script. Of course, a great cast doesn't hurt either.
In addition to Breslin, the film has two Oscar winners: Kevin
Klein and Rachel Weisz, who plays one of the three women
in question. The other two love interests were played by
Elizabeth Banks and Isla Fisher, of Wedding Crashers fame.
The cast became the best of friends, and even left the set
still talking - an amazing feat according to Reynolds, who
boasted the cast's incredible rapport as something very rare.
He also said he was especially lucky to get along so well with
the three women, because you cannot just create that kind of
chemistry.
Aside from rubbing elbows with Hollywood elite in
Definitely, Maybe, Reynolds really proves himself to be a
down-to-earth guy who runs under the radar in Hollywood.
When asked about the paparazzi, he was not ashamed to admit
that his star status is not quite bright enough to attract 24/7
stalking. But he also attributes that achievement to the fact
that he does not go looking for the attention by eating lunch
at The Ivy and hanging out at industry hot spots. Being the
youngest offour brothers must have something to do with
that - or maybe it was his humble beginnings as a grocery
store clerk. The former job was one of his favorites because
of the night shift that brought in every town weirdo. But the
worst job that Reynolds has ever had? Working as a waiter in
a restaurant in his hometown of Vancouver. His bosses were
all major crack heads that he likened to the "villains from
Miami Vice."
From crackheads to Oscar winners, Reynolds has
worked his way to fame off the beaten path. His next project
is another romance with Sandra Bullock entitled The Proposal, which will incidentally be filming in Boston. Hopefully
Reynolds will get to enjoy more of the Boston scenery at
that time, instead of just the Ritz-Carlton and the crazy New
England weather.

Thill
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
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Movies

THE
REEL
LIFE
with Stuart Pike

rotenmas.c
Affleck?s

career rut is ?Gone Baby Gone?

ChaseKinser
Heights Staff

By

Ben Affleck's directorial debut, Gone Baby Gone, didn't make headlines,besides those
about the film being shot downthe street in Dorchester, Mass. Even though the film was
almost ignoredin theaters, its qualityis excellent. The film stars Ben's younger brother Casey
Affleck, Michelle Monaghan,Morgan Freeman, Ed Harris, and Oscar nominee Amy Ryan
in an unforgettable performance as acokehead mother.
When Helene McCready's (Amy Ryan) 4-year-old daughter, Amanda, goes missing,
Patrick Kenzie (Casey Affleck) and his partner/girlfriendAngie (Michelle Monaghan) are
hired as private detectivesto find her. As they pursue the case, Patrick finds things aren't as
they seem as a twist lurks around each corner. The film is comparable to Chinatown in the
level of its complexity and plot twists, but the ending ofGone Baby Gone is nothing like the
mystery genre that the film identifies with.
The ending is extremely controversial, and it is so intentionally. This isn't a movie with
some evil antagonist and goody-goodyprotagonist, but rather a film that presents a situation
intended to split the audience. It is a very intellectual thought experiment that tests one's
moral values, similar to Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange.
The film is very entertaining, althoughit becomes a littlehard to follow at timesbecause
of the frequentplot twists. There are many characters in the film, which tends to cause confusion as to who is who and who is doing what. Yet, when the story is understood, the film
does stand as one of the best films of2007.
The DVD itself has a few features to it, including deleted scenes and an "eye-opening
extended ending." Like most DVDs that aren't comedies, the deleted scenes are nothing
special - that's why they were deleted. The alternate ending is not much of a change, besides a couple lines of voiceover that prompts controversy,rather than merely presenting it
for consideration. Affleck was very wise to take the voiceover out and allowthe film to be
more open-ended.
There is also audio commentary you can choose to listen to during the deletedscenes, or
the entire film, with Ben Affleck and co-writer Aaron Stockard. The commentary is not too
insightful; Affleck only explains a few ofhis decisions, and what happened on the set that
day. This is a great DVD with only a few good extra features that delveinto the role played
by the city of Boston, where the film was shot. A-

New This Week
Movies
1. Definitely, Maybe
2. Jumper
3.
Up 2 theStreets
DVDs
1. Michael Clayton
2. American Gangster
3. Rendition
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storm two years ago, when
teenage girls everywhere de-

cided that they were in love
with Charming Tatum. This
sequel has only scant Tatum
appearances, but the dancing
looks even grittier than that
of its predecessor.

Casting a Blockbuster: the
Presidential Race ?08

of

courtesy

I was watching AH on Boston
College'sChannel 48 the other night
and it got me thinking - how cool is
Will Smith? On a different night, I
was watching CNN, and it also got me
thinking - how cool is Barack Obama?
The tone, the message, the ever-soslightly-holier-than-thougraphic
designs on his Web site - to rephrase
Ann Coulter, "If Republicans had any
style, they'd be Obamites."
Then I thought, per my inability to
appreciatereality without wondering
how it wouldlook through a film lens,
how cool would it be if Smith played
Obama in a movie?
Boring people say that Hollywood'sversion of history isn't always
"entirely accurate." Exciting people
know better. We know that there's
nothing a book can tell us that Mcl
Gibson and Russell Crowe can't. So
I've decided to recruit the cast for what
would surely be the most popular "historical" movie ever, not to mention the
major motion picture event of the year:
Judgment '08: The NewMillennium
Begins. The title's open to revision,
but it would have to be something
equallyprofound and wondrousand
100 percent All-Red-Meat-American.
Nothing innocuous, mind you, because
our target audience doesn't include
wimps or intellectuals or politicos or
independents or libertarians.This is
going to be a big, hard, overblown,

shiny, no-holds-barred Hollywoodized loosely-based-in-factsensation of
bipartisanproportions. Think "good ol'
America" Mr. Smith Goes to Washington meets "biggerballs than you" The
Patriot and you're on the right track.
This isn't about big government. This
is about Will Smith high-conceptBig
Government.
So, ignoring needless words
like "merit" and "experience,"
I decided to cast our filmbased
solely upon marketability and star power.
First up after
Obamais the

candidate
who, after
years

as a renegade and with street cred to
spare, is easily the baddest mother
in the offerings: John McCain, to be
played by Ed Harris. Add on 40 pounds
at the gut andHarris (Apollo 13, Gone
Baby Gone), with his understated
intonation, chiseled jaw, and balding
head, makes an idealfit. Mitt Romney,
playedby George Clooney in a brief
cameo, has nothing on this Vietnam
vet.

Things are going to be heating
up for McCain after our flick's first
act, however,with Mike Huckabee
hounding up thekudos in Uncle Sam's
rural underbelly. Who, you might ask,
could possibly match spit and wits with
a hard-nose like Harris? Try Kevin
Spacey on for size. Not only is Spacey
(Usual Suspects, Superman Returns)
a picture-perfect match for Huckabee
physically, they also both have that
creepy-as-heck-but-huggable-too
quality about them (Spacey onscreen,
Huckabee in real life).
And who better as Bill Clinton's
currently more popular half Hillary
than multiple-Academy AwardWinner
Meryl Streep (TheDevil Wears Prada)!
In fact, the Clinton Power Duo might
be the easiest casting fit of them - after
Streep's chemistry alongsideChris
Cooperin Adaptation, the two could
easily stand up, without breaking a
sweat, to both Smith's Obamaand Harris' McCain.
The catalyst for our high-octane
climax will be, of course, the last- minute endorsementofAl Gore and John
Edwards. Given his celebrity ego, Gore
willplay himself, as a plug for An
Inconvenient Truth's sequel, called An
Inconvenient Truth 2: Buildinga Border
Wall is an Even Stupider
Idea Than the STAR
WARS Program Was. For
Edwards, while
some might call
it a stretch, I'm
recommending
Matthew McConnaughey.
Jerry Bruckheimer will produce, with direcby Oliver
k. Stone.

ktion

Food & Drink

Tap This

By GeorgeToth-Demetriade

For the Heights

Below a lit sign marked by the ace of spades, three doors await the
adventurous drinker. The two most inviting doors will offer no solace. The one
that leads inside what is literally a hole in the wall, however, opens up a whole
new world. "Thank God! Some new people!" says resident drunk, Brent.
Within moments, you'll find yourselfa part of the crowd as your new middleaged friends share all of their lives' problems dating back to their junior high
years.
With $4 shots and $3 beers of a limited selection, it might seem wiser
to take the bus to Mary Ann's, rather than a cab to a dark corner ofDorchester
Avenue. But lest you forget, you're paying for the unique service and style
that onlyAce's High can provide. If you succeed in winning the bartender's
attention, you will receive a roll ofthe eyes, followed by a "sure thing,
sweetie," when she remembers you are tripling her average nightly pay. As she
retrieves your beerfrom the back room, you'll notice the old fridge from which
it comes, something out of a 1970s homemaking magazine sold at two separate
garage sales - no fancy fridge here, only pure authenticity.
Want to get your groove on? The back room is your place to dance
the night away. None of your moves will be missed by the handful of 50-something Southie sweeties, thanks to bright tungsten lights, the disco ball and
the "Happy New Years!" decor, which will all echo the excitement. Apparently,
it's always New Year's at Ace's High.
If dancing's not your thing, then play some billiards, as you won't
have to waitfor a game. Also, you can always gamble. With simulated
horse races and Keno sponsored by the Mass. Lottery, it is possible to win
up to a million dollars per round. And ifyou'drather drop $5 elsewhere,
you can invest that money in one ofthe bootleg shirts that the frequenting
entrepreneurial transient has to offer. And if you don't want to spend money,
you can always stare at the mesmerizing laser show on the dancefloor.
If you are looking for a classy night on the
town, a quiet place to take a date, a cheap drink,
'Ace's High
or just a clean place to sit for a while, stay the hell
551 Dorchester Aye.
away from Ace's High. But if you are looking for
Boston, MA 02127
some real people and a good conversation about Ray
j
Bourke or Billy Bulger, then go to 551 Dorchester
Aye. immediately. A
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eather giving you the blues? Here's at
up those rainy winter days.
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RECIPE
1 cup brown
1/3 cup flour

jfl

Dash of salt

1 cup chopped
2 eggs
1/2 tsp. vanilla

IMAGES

GO GLE

OF

COURTESY

Mix all ingredients together. Bake at 350Tfegrees for
20 minutes. Recipe can be doubled or tripled. Muffins
freeze well.
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Steve?s big, fat, cheap, Greek cuisine
By Anne Muscarella

Heights Staff
Newbury Street is a great place to head with friends for a day of shopping. When
lunchtimerolls around, however, it can be difficult to find affordable diningoptions. But
I'vefound a solution to the problem in Steve's Greek Cuisine, located on Newburybetween
Gloucesterand Hereford Street. Steve's is a casual restaurant with great food at reasonable
prices. The atmosphere was nice, comfortable, and warm with soft rock playing in the
background. Large windows looking out to Newbury not only allow for great peoplewatching but also fill the room with natural sunlight.
The menuoffers a full range of Greek hot and cold appetizers that are all affordableand
look interesting. A table nearby was raving about the Dolmade, which is grape leaves stuffed
with ground meat,rice, and spices, topped with egg-lemon sauce. They also offer many
exceptionalGreek entrees, each served with a Greek salad and a choice ofrice or fries. One of
the house favorites is Moussaka, which is layers ofsauteed eggplant, potato, and ground meat
toppedwith bechamel sauce.
For the dinerwho doesn'tknow or enjoy Greek foods, Steve's also offers a variety of
American staples, includingburgers, spaghettiwith meat sauce, BLTs, and grilled cheese.
While we avoidedthese ail-tooAmericanclassics, my friend and I were not too adventurous
in ordering. We went during the brunch hour, so while I opted for breakfast, he ordered lunch
so we could experiencethe restaurant's full appeal.
For a beverage, I ordered a latte that was excellent(and slightly cheaper than Starbucks)
and was served in a gigantic mug more like a soup bowl. I ordered a cup of theirhomecooked oatmeal to start. It was warm and tasty on a cold winter's day, however nothing to
writehome about; oatmeal is oatmeal after all. For my main course, I ordered the Greek
omelet, which containedfeta cheese, spinach, and mushrooms (I asked them to hold the
olives).The omelet was large and stuffed with toppings. It was served with fresh cut home
fry potato wedges that were seasonedto perfection and a small cup offresh fruit. It was an
exceptionaland filling breakfast.
My friend got the traditionalGreek salad to start. The lettuce was fresh and the dressing
homemade, making a classic a little more unique. He also orderedthe gyro,which contained
seasoned strips of beefand lamb, served in a hot pita with tomatoes,onions, lettuce, and a
special sauce. The meat was somewhat dry; however the tasty sauce that covered it moistened
it and gave it flavor. The gyro came with a complimentary small side ofhomemade chips,
which were to die for, but left us craving more.
The desserts were tempting, with homemadebaklavafor the low price of $2.25, but
because the service was slow we opted to get the check and leave. In fact, service was one
of the weaker aspects ofthe Steve's experience. First, our food came out incredibly quickly;
the servers were obviouslytrying to move us out before the lunch rush set in. Later, we felt
neglected. The waitstaffseemed indifferent, providing no recommendationsand scowling at
eachof our special requests.
Nevertheless, Steve's is an oasis of affordability in one of Boston's swankiest
neighborhoods. It's openfor breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and also offers takeoutand delivery.
While it could use more seating and friendlier, more attentive staff, Steve's provides quality
foodworth trying out. Bthe
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Green Means Go
11/2 ounces Bacardi

Razz

11/2 ounces Midori

melon liqueur

1/2 ounce lime juice
1/2 ounces Sprite

4
\u25bc

Email:
chuapaya@bcheights.com
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist forThe Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
k UP !: we all know that single ladies tend to be Debbie Downers on Valentine's Day, and often with
good reason. This year, stuff the Sober Sally act and pick up a delicious green beverage. In
honor of everyone's favorite theme party - stoplight - I give you Green Means Go!
If you don't know what a stoplight party is, it's quite simple. Wear red if you're taken, and
yellow if you're confused/awkward/have been hooking up with the same person for quite a
while. Green is for those single biddies who are looking to slay dudes and likewise. Asa wise
man once said, "Green is the color of money, and babies will know you're ready to party."
Typically, Jello shots in the abovethree colors are served as aphrodisiacs. If you aren't going
to a stoplight party for Valentine's Day, that's ok! You can make your own green cocktail and
pop in Trie Notebook. Be wary of this plan because that movie will make you cry evenmore
after some booze. Fill a highball glass with ice. Add Midori first for that gorgeous green, then
add Bacardi and Sprite. Garnish with a lime or kiwi if you choose, but who are you trying to
impress? Stir it up and drink it down. No makeup, no dressing up, no fuss, just good booze.
If the drink isn't enough to get your spirits up, pop in Haddaway's "What is Love" and dance
around your room. Too green to function? Hate all dudes/chicks right now? Download J. Geils
Band's "Love Stinks" or watch The Wedding Singer for Adam Sandler's version. No matter how
you celebrate singledom, raise your glass and drink up!
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Even though the winter
weather shows no signs of
letting up, the calendar tells
us that spring (and Spring
Break!) is justaround the
corner. In anticipation of the
approaching warm weather,
it's time to start building a
new spring wardrobe. Spring
fashion this year transitions
well from the styles of this
past fall and winter. Neutrals
highlighted by vibrant gem
tones and big baubles, like
bangles, cocktail rings, and
statement necklaces, are
still very wearable. Feminine
figures, however, have largely
replaced the menswear fad
of last season. This spring
is the time to embrace your
womanhood. Loose, girly tops
and dresses of all shapes
and sizes have come onto the
scene. Popular dress designs
include the sweetheart
neckline, the shirtdress, the

Jackie-0 style shift dress, and
the Greek goddess-inspired
dress. Arty graphics, floral
patterns, painted prints, and
bohemian designs grace the
fabrics of these dresses,
as well as those of tops,
skirts, and jackets. Yellow,
orange, green, fuschia, and
purple are this season's
standout colors, so look
out for clothing as well as
shoes, bags, and jewelry that
incorporate these brilliant
jewel tones. Gladiator
sandals and architectural
heels, especially with a
chunky wooden heel, are the
major shoe trends. So get rid
of those boring black pumps
and strap on a shoe that
will make you unforgettable.
Don't be shy this spring. Tis
the season to go girly, to
make a fashion statement,
and to stand out from the
crowd.
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